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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The role of social media has evolved from what is perceived as source of 

entertainment, now a boulevard where people can shop virtually. Parallel 

with this advancement, marketing strategies are shifting from the 

traditional to modern marketing which we are known as influencer 

marketing. A commoner who fits the criteria of what is called as social 

media influencer is incorporated in marketing strategies if he/she is 

deemed as brand fitting and influential. Choosing the right social media 

influencer to collaborate with is vital. Therefore, this study aims to find out 

what characteristics of social media influencers are perceived as important 

by online consumers or social media influencers themselves. A total of 14 

participants answered a semi-structured interview via WhatsApp 

application. Seven of online consumers and seven of social media 

influencers were chosen. The Braun and Clarke’s 6 steps of thematic 

analysis were adapted to analyse the data found. There are three 

characteristics of social media influencers that are perceived important by 

online consumers which are credibility, trustworthy and physical 

attractiveness and there are two characteristics of social media influencers 

that are perceived as important by social media influencers themselves 

which are trustworthy and physical attractiveness.  

Keywords: Characteristics of Social Media Influencers, Social Media 

Influencers, and Online Consumers 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER 

This chapter is organized into six subsections which are introduction, problem 

statement, research objectives, research questions, operational definitions, importance 

of study and last but not least, outline of the report.  

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

As one may reminisce ten years ago, social media was merely a virtual platform where 

people utilize primarily to interact and connect with friends and family. Today, parallel 

with the advancement of technology, social media functions more than just a connecting 

ground for its users making it inevitable for online consumers to incorporate it in their 

daily routine. Seeing that social media graces its existence where at least, 74% of online 

consumers treat social media as a catalyst for their purchasing decisions, businesses are 

also jumping on the bandwagon and incorporating social media as part of their 

marketing strategies (Bennet, 2015 as cited in Woods, 2016). One may casually scroll 

through their social media accounts and suddenly find herself contemplating whether 

or not they should purchase the latest fashion muse and find themselves adding it to cart 

the next second only because an online public figure they admire is seen to don it. 

Aforementioned “online public figure” is known as social media influencers (SMIs) in 

today’s settings.  

In essence, social media influencers are ordinary human beings we see every day 

but, in the virtual world, they are seen as celebrities where they own a large number of 
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followers and possess a great influence on the people who follow them (Lou and Yuan, 

2019). They are not seen as superior as artists or celebrities, online consumers consider 

social media influencers as friends hence, the astonishing level of trust they share for 

each other (Swant, 2016 as cited in Lou and Yuan, 019). In accordance to their (read: 

SMIs and online consumers) strong relationship online, brand owners are ought to be 

careful when choosing the right social media influencers to work with (Ha and Lam, 

2017) as their characteristics are one of the important factors that hold accountable for 

their influence towards online consumers (Gunnarson, Folkestad and Postnikova, 

2018). Thus, this study aims to identify what characteristics of social media influencers 

are deemed to be important. A qualitative research was conducted where the data was 

retrieved via WhatsApp conversation between researcher, online consumer and social 

media influencers respectively.  

 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

It is no longer mundane to hear companies assimilate the use of social media influencers 

as the spokesperson of their brand into their marketing strategies as part of their 

promotional tools. Contents, posts, comments or reviews made by social media 

influencers will definitely gage quite a number of audiences (Lokithasan, Simon, Jasmin 

and Othman, 2019). Although the endorsement of social media influencers in marketing 

is widely applied by many companies, choosing the right influencer to represent the 

brand is still a hard task (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017). Phan and Yedic (2018) stated 

that it is vital to note that consumers find solidarity with social media influencers who 

portray characteristics that matches and captivates consumers’ social identity.  
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Haregard Evardsson and Boestam (2018) conducted a study on the 

characteristics of social media influencers where the factors that affect the credibility of 

SMIs were deliberated. It was found that the source credibility of social media 

influencers was judged through their competencies, successfulness and honesty by the 

perception of online consumers. While there are several studies done pertaining to social 

media influencers, what is viewed as important characteristics of social media 

influencers is observed to be lacking especially in the context of Malaysia. Which brings 

the question of advertisers towards what important characteristics of social media 

influencers are deemed important by online consumers unanswered till date. Because 

the success of engagement rate of a particular post online depends on the perspective of 

receivers (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017).  

 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this research is to identify what social media influencers’ characteristics 

are perceived as important by both online consumers and social media influencers 

themselves.  

 

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

This study seeks to answer the following research questions: 

1) What Social Media Influencers’ characteristic(s) is/are perceived as 

important by online consumers? 

2) What Social Media Influencers’ characteristic(s) is/are perceived as 

important by Social Media Influencers themselves? 
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1.5 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 

Social Media Influencers (SMIs):   

Social Media Influencers are personas found across social media platforms with large 

numbers of followers and are observed to have impactful influence on online consumers 

(Lou and Yuan, 2019). In this study, social media influencers refer to Malaysian 

influencers aged 20 to 27 years who have collaborated with various brands online and 

own approximately 16k-100k followers across their social media platforms. 

Online Consumers:  

As elucidated by Koufaris (2002), online consumers are those who utilise the computer 

to purchase any goods or services for their own personal use through an interaction with 

the system like websites, online applications or virtual stores via information 

technology (IT). In this study, online consumers refer to Malaysian individuals aged 22-

24 years who have done online shopping, own at least one social media account and are 

able to name at least 3 social media influencers 

Characteristics of Social Media Influencers:  

Characteristics of social media influencers as explained by Brorsson and Plotnikova 

(2017) is the quality or features that belongs to the online personas who are deemed 

influential and own a great number of audiences across their social media platforms. 

In this study, characteristics of social media influencers refer to what is perceived as 

important traits or features of SMIs by online consumers and SMIs themselves.  
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1.6 IMPORTANCE OF STUDY 

This study casts light on what is perceived as important characteristics of social media 

influencers through the lens of online consumers and social media influencers 

themselves. As the findings would help social media influencers in figuring what is 

perceived as important characteristics by online consumers, they would be able to 

improve themselves in order to complement the needs of online consumers. This would 

help SMIs to retain the level of their influence and strategize better in terms of their 

online postings when endorsing with a brand. Furthermore, as much as it benefits SMIs, 

the contribution of online consumers in this context will provide marketers or 

advertisers insights to choosing the right social media influencers to collaborate with. 

The findings of this study will be able to raise awareness whether our SMIs are fully 

aware of the desired needs of online consumers and marketers can utilise this study as 

a benchmark when they are screening and selecting social media influencers to work 

with.  

 

1.7 OUTLINE OF THE REPORT 

This research report consists of five chapters which are introduction, literature review, 

research methodology, findings and discussion and conclusion. Chapter one serves as 

the introduction to the paper. Next, chapter two consists of reviews on past studies. The 

third chapter of this study presents the research design, the data, data presentation and 

reliability and validity. As for chapter four is where the findings of this paper are 

presented and discussed. Last but not least, chapter 5, the conclusion is deduced from 

the whole study and limitations and suggestions for future studies were also presented. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

2.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER 

This chapter explores a deeper insight pertaining with intended subject matter. For an 

in depth understanding, the definition of social media, the rise of social media as a tool 

of marketing, the emergence of influencer marketing, the definition of social media 

influencer and the characteristics of SMIs are outlined.  The characteristics of social 

media influencers are also laid out and deemed predominant as it is the integral essence 

of this research’s framework.  

 

2.1 SOCIAL MEDIA  

 

2.1.1 Defining Social Media  

Ordinarily, as the term “social media” emerges in our head it is almost inevitable to 

think of the online platforms that are no longer foreign in our lives; Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram, Snapchat and WhatsApp. However, aforementioned platforms are 

recognized as the different types of social media and to understand better, social media 

as elucidated by Carr and Hayes (2015) is a medium that requires internet connection 

that allows its users to communicate and selectively portray themselves asynchronously 

or synchronously either with a large-scaled audience or small-scaled audience.  

Sajid (2016) stated, the term “social media” constitutes of two different words 

and according to Durgam (2018), “social” means the interplay of individuals in a 
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community whereas, “media” implies as one of the vital means of mass communication 

(read: advertisement, broadcasting, publishing and etc.) and it is a channel or 

publication where users are allowed to share information and ideas.    

Apart from being an online boulevard where one can communicate, collaborate 

and exchange content with desired parties (Miyungi Odhiambo, 2012), social media 

also possesses the convenience of disseminating new information and shifting one’s 

viewpoint (Rugova and Prenaj, 2016). 

 

2.1.2 Social Media as a tool of Marketing 

As social media makes a headway in the society along with the advancement of 

technology, business owners are resorting to social media to produce a more direct and 

organic means of communication with their customers. Long before the exploitation of 

social media, brand owners do interact with their customers directly however, it is only 

done via phone calls or electronic mails (Rugova and Prenaj, 2016) and nowadays, 

incorporating social media in their advertising or marketing strategies shall no longer 

be peculiar (Glucksman, 2017).  

These existing online platforms create opportunities for companies and 

consumers to collectively build measurable insights where they can use the information 

gained to not only evaluate the brand (Phan and Yedic, 2018) but, as Rugova and Prenaj 

(2016) asserted, utilizing social media as part of business agendas provides more 

business opportunities and the ability to strengthen the organization’s place in the 

market and for that, advertisers inevitably have to be more updated in securing the best 

tactics to reach their target audience via these online platforms (Woods, 2016).  Indeed, 

these online platforms are important for customers which makes it as prominent for 
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business owners too. Mainly if these organizations ought to see their marketing 

strategies to be executed effectively (Dickey and Lewis, 2010).  

Paving its fame in the realm of marketing, social media such as Instagram, 

Facebook, Twitter, TikTok and YouTube is observed to be one of the most significant 

medium that influences customers’ behaviour (Taylor, Lewin and Strutton, 2011) as the 

interplay between online consumers pertaining product satisfaction or even 

dissatisfaction is observed to occur habitually through the aforementioned virtual 

platforms. Be it with their friends, family or even with the brand companies themselves. 

In short, social media platforms are a space where consumers’ behaviour can be 

influenced for consumption or vice versa.  Such behaviour that may impact customers’ 

perceptions are positive or negative word of mouth (WOM) and oftentimes, positive 

reviews done by opinion leaders are ought to be more qualified (Durukan, Bozaci and 

Hamsioglu, 2012). 

 

2.2 INFLUENCER MARKETING  

A decade ago, pronouncing the term “influencer marketing” means to project a celebrity 

in a TV commercial or simply recognizing a famous person on a billboard tribute along 

the high roads. Now, influencer marketing can be portrayed through the endorsement 

of a commoner where this chosen individual would represent the particular company or 

brand through their personal social media account (Glucksman, 2017). As propounded 

by Lokithassan, Simon, Jasmin and Othman (2019), to be recognized as an “influencer”, 

the persona must assert a few traits. For instance, he/she must possess high engagement 

on their online social platforms and are able to influence other online consumers in 

purchasing products through their published WOM. Long ago, this type of marketing 
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was considered the least of concern by marketers however, the emergence of social 

media platforms has turned the tables around. Now, influencer marketing is deemed 

prominent for companies to maintain their brand acknowledgement.  

In influencer marketing, it is prominent for brand or business owners to adopt 

this marketing strategy intricately. Establishing relationships within marketing parties 

and influencers can be done through creating awareness, building credibility, forming 

emotional attachment and loyalty making them your ultimate brand promoter or brand 

advocate. In light of mentioned actions, brand entities would be able to dominate and 

enlarge their positive image in the market at the same time increase their brand 

awareness (Ranga and Sharma, 2014). Reaching consumers via this distinct path, not 

only it minimizes the expenditure of marketing or advertising, but brands are able to 

boost their sales too (Abrahamsson and Israelsson, 2018). Albeit, the promising return 

of collaborating with influential persona, Ranga and Sharma (2014) stated, companies 

need to understand that influence is not built over night and it can be time consuming.  

Fundamentally, influencer marketing is known as the ‘virtual’ word of mouth. 

Product reviews published by acquaintances or familiar faces may be more influential 

to be compared by a paid advertisement done by a company (Woods, 2016). Indeed, the 

greater number of followers the persona has on their social media accounts, the bigger 

the audience reach. Nonetheless, Straley (2010) employs, finding the right influencer is 

not merely by the figure of their followers, but how great their influence is as an 

individual. The same author (Straley, 2010) then further elaborated, when a company 

chooses to collaborate with a particular public figure as a social media influencer (SMI), 

it essentially means they want to reach an audience of the influencer’s public sphere.  
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2.3 THE RISE OF SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCER  

 

2.3.1 Defining Social Media Influencer 

According to Freberg, Graham, McGaughney and Freberg (2011), social media 

influencers (SMIs) are defined as a non-dependent third-party endorser who has the 

ability to shape the attitudes of audiences via social media channels. In addition, Phan 

and Yedic (2018) asserted that not only SMIs have the power to shape one’s attitude 

but they are able to mould the opinions and perceptions of their followers too. The title 

“Social Media Influencer'' can easily be worn by anybody essentially in this vast 

developing era of technology (Chatzigeorgiou, 2017). The same author also illustrated 

that; millennials tend to define social media influencers as whom someone they consider 

to have their resemblances. Since SMIs are basically considered as an extension part of 

a brand, collaborating with them is risk taking given the circumstances that companies 

do not have the absolute power over the SMIs’ public image.  Lim, Cheah and Wong 

(2017) stated, due to difficulties and lack of resources, small businesses or brand owners 

tend to use social media influencers for publicity. Furthermore, as stated by Tran and 

Strutton (2014), consumers feel a deeper connection with the non-celebrity endorsers 

as they are more real and consumers are more likely able to imitate and personally 

identify themselves. Hence, with the right social media influencers, companies can 

achieve their goal in reaching their niche customers especially when the particular brand 

is new in the market and seeking to boost up their company’s image (Noricks, 2015b as 

cited in Gulamali and Persson, 2017). 
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2.3.2 Characteristics of Influencer  

This subsection discusses the characteristics of choosing the right endorser. Since there 

were not many past studies that focus on social media influencers, the characteristics of 

endorsers were taken into consideration. The characteristics reviewed consist of the 

viewpoint of PR practitioner, consumers, advertisers and social media users from past 

studies. Amongst the characteristics found are credibility (Erdogan and Baker, 2000; 

Spry, Pappu and Cornwell, 2011; Kutthakaphan and Chokesamritpol, 2013; Wiley, 

2014; Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017; Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017 and Davidsson 

and Ahmad, 2019), trustworthy (Djafarova and Rushworth (2017) and Abrahamsson, 

Israesson, and Nilsson (2018), expertise (Erdogan, et al., 2001; Kutthakaphan and 

Chokesamritpol, 2013; Spry, et al., 2011; Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017 and 

Abrahamsson, et al., 2018), productivity (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017 and 

Abrahamsson, et al., 2018), integrity (Erdogan and Baker, 2000; Silvera and Austad, 

2004; Bickart, Kim, Pai and Brunel, 2015 and Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017), physical 

attractiveness (Eisend and Langner, 2010 and Kutthakaphan and Chokessamritpol, 

2013) and popularity (Erdogan and baker, 2002; Silvera and Austad, 2004; 

Abrahamsson, et al., 2018; Wheeler, 2003; Chi, 2009 and Chun, Lim, Tan and Teh, 

2018).  

 

2.3.2.1 Credibility  

Accordingly, several studies observed credibility as one of the prominent characteristics 

to find in choosing the right endorser (Erdogan and Baker, 2000; Spry, Pappu and 

Cornwell, 2011; Kutthakaphan and Chokesamritpol, 2013; Wiley, 2014; Djafarova and 

Rushworth, 2017; Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017 and Davidsson & Ahmad, 2019). The 

perception towards the credibility of influencers differ amongst consumers as 
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individuals have subjective judgements and once, they are perceived as credible, they 

are more likely to cultivate positive reactions from the audience (La Ferle and Choi, 

2005). La Ferle and Choi (2005) also stated, the credibility of endorsers will affect the 

credibility of the brand. Society perceptions towards one’s communication quality is 

very much related to one’s credibility (Sokolova and Kefi, 2019) and it can be observed 

in a study done by Bhatt, Jayswal and Patel (2013) that the higher the degree of 

endorser’s credibility, the higher the effectiveness of communication will be. 

 

2.3.2.2 Trustworthy 

When we talk about the credibility of endorsers it is impossible to detach the element 

of trustworthiness as one of the main factors. As stated by Djafarova and Rushworth 

(2017) and Abrahamsson, Israesson, and Nilsson (2018), trustworthiness is one of the 

vital dimensions that affects the credibility of endorsers. What constitutes the 

trustworthiness of endorsers? Essentially, these are the components that build up 

trustworthiness: expertise of endorsers (Erdogan, Baker and Tagg, 2001; Banyte, 

Stonkiene and Pilgrimiene, 2011; Spry, Pappu and Cornwell, 2011; Kutthakaphan and 

Chokesamritpol, 2013 and Pashaei, 2020), the productivity of endorser on social media 

platforms (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017 and Abrahamsson, et al., 2018), endorser’s 

integrity (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017), and whether or not the endorsers are ideal 

enough to represent the brand (Erdogan and Baker, 2000; Silvera and Austad, 2004 and 

Abrahamsson, et al., 2018). 

 

2.3.2.2.1 Expertise 

The development of consumers’ trust towards endorsers significantly depends on their 

degree of expertise. Particularly, their expertise is measured through endorser’s 
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possessed knowledge (Erdogan, et al., 2001; Kutthakaphan and Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

Spry, et al., 2011; Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017 and Abrahamsson, et al., 2018). Trust 

of readers would only be constructed if a review is written solely based on their 

expertise (Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017). For instance, promoting a healthy drink is 

more likely to be done by sportsmen as they are deemed as the expert in their field. 

 

2.3.2.2.2 Productivity 

Next, the activity level of these influential figures very much contributes to their value 

of trustworthiness too. As enunciated by Brorsson and Plotnikova (2017), the regularity 

of relevant postings on social media aid in strengthening the bond of trust within 

consumers and endorsers. The term productivity was also used to elaborate the activity 

level and Abrahamsson, et al., (2018) justifies the higher the activity level, the higher 

the impact of influence.  

 

2.3.2.2.3 Integrity 

The term integrity is often associated with being honest. If the level of honesty is high, 

the degree of trust would be likewise (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017). Other than that, 

the integrity of influencers can be deemed prevalent when they disclose their personal 

information or when they start sharing secrets to their audiences (Bickart, Kim, Pai and 

Brunel, 2015 and Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017). Through secret sharing, relationships 

between consumers and influencers can also be established resulting in a stronger 

loyalty level and at the same time, influencers may produce a better personal brand. 

Other ways influencers may portray their honesty is through their transparency in liking 

the product they are promoting. Should they be a brand user to gain an optimum height 

of integrity (Erdogan and Baker, 2000 and Silvera and Austad, 2004). Last but not least, 
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it is ideal if the influencer’s values are aligned with the value of the company as it 

elevates consumers’ sense of trust towards influencers (Abrahamsson, et al., 2018 and 

Davidsson and Ahmad, 2019).  

 

2.3.2.3 Physical attractiveness 

Corresponding to the studies conducted by Eisend and Langner (2010) and 

Kutthakaphan and Chokessamritpol (2013), physical attractiveness of celebrity 

endorser is discovered to be one of the salient facets when it comes to determining the 

unerring endorsers. Both Erdogan, et al., (2001) and Pashaei (2020), incorporate these 

vocabularies in their studies when measuring physical attractiveness: Classy, Elegant, 

Sexy, Beautiful and Attractive. Frequently, marketers or advertisers identify the perfect 

endorsers or influencer by weighing their physical attractiveness in order to influence 

the attitudes of potential customers (Chaiken, 1979; Kahle and Homer, 1985 as cited in 

Lafferty and Goldsmith, 2004).  

According to Bardia, Abed and Majid (2011), the physical attractiveness of 

endorsers can be classified into three major elements which are the weight, the height 

and the beauty of their face. Credibility and attractiveness somehow correlate between 

each other as the determining factors of choosing the right celebrity endorsers and as it 

was employ by Joseph (1982); Kahle and Homer (1985); Simon, et al., (1970) as cited 

in D’Alessanro and Chitty (2011), a thin-sized talent is more likely to be considered 

more credible compared to a bigger-sized public figure as they denotes the term 

attractive.  
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2.3.2.4 Popularity 

Erdogan and Baker (2000); Silvera and Austad (2004) and Abrahamsson, et al., (2018) 

interpreted popularity as the recognition of endorsers amongst the society which 

through social media can be measured by the number of followers they have on their 

personal accounts, number of likes received and the interactions of comments they are 

able to influence. Wheeler (2003) stresses that small organizations shall opt for a 

persona that is liked by many and someone who is popular as they are considered to be 

valuable to be integrated in the marketing strategy. Conventionally, collaborating with 

influencers or endorsers who are famous or well-known increases the product or brand’s 

reliability (Chi, 2009) as influencers with a hundred thousand followers is observed to 

be more influential to compare with individual with only 200 followers on their online 

profile (Chun, Lim, Tan and Teh, 2018). 

 

2.3.3 Summary of Characteristics  

Based on the various studies done on choosing the right endorses, the main 

characteristics that were dominantly mentioned were highlighted to form the summary. 

The characteristics were carefully scrutinized according to its term definition. It is vital 

to note that many studies included their own summary, diagram 2.1 were summarized 

carefully and accordingly.  
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Diagram 2.1 Summary of Characteristics of choosing the right endorsers from past 

studies 

 

 

 

 
 
Characteristics 

of choosing 
Endorsers 

 

Credibility  

Erdogan & Baker, 2000; 
Spry, Pappu & Cornwell, 
2011; Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 
Wiley, 2014; Djafarova 

& Rushworth, 2017; 
Brorsson & Plotnikova, 

2017; Davidsson 
&Ahmad, 2019 

 

Trustworthines
s 

Erdogan, Baker, & Tagg, 2001; 
Banyte, Stonkiene, & 

Pilgrimiene, 2011; Spry, Pappu & 
Cornwell, 2011; Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; Djafarova 
& Rushworth, 2017; Brorsson & 
Plotnikova, 2017; Abrahamsson, 

Israesson, & Nilsson, 2018; 
Pashaei, 2020 

 

Expertise 
Erdogan, Baker, & Tagg, 
2001; Banyte, Stonkiene, 

& Pilgrimiene, 2011; 
Spry, Pappu & Cornwell, 
2011; Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

Pashaei, 2020 

 
Knowledgeable  

Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

Djafarova & Rushworth, 2017; 
Brorsson & Plotnikova, 2017 

 
Productivity 

Brorsson & Plotnikova, 
2017; Abrahamsson, 

Israesson, & Nilsson, 2018 

 
Integrity 

Brorsson & Plotnikova, 
2017 

 
Secret 

Sharing 
Bickart, Kim, Pai & Brunel, 

2015; Brorsson & Plotnikova, 
2017 

 
Honesty 

Wiley, 2014; Brorsson & 
Plotnikova, 2017 

 Transparency 
Wiley, 2014 

 
Truly likes 
the product 
Erdogan & Baker, 2000; 
Silvera & Austad, 2004 

 

Physical 
Attractiveness  

Erdogan & Baker, 2000; 
Erdogan, Baker, & Tagg, 

2011; Benyte, Stonkiene, & 
Pilgrimiene, 2011; 
Kutthakaphan & 

Chokesamritpol, 2013; 
Pashaei, 2020 

 
Attractive 

Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

Pashaei, 2020 

 
Classy 

Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

 

 
Beautiful 

Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

Pashaei, 2020 

 
Elegant 
Kutthakaphan & 

Chokesamritpol, 2013; 
Pashaei, 2020 

 
Sexy 

Kutthakaphan & 
Chokesamritpol, 2013; 

Pashaei, 2020 

 
Popularity 

Erdogan & Baker, 2000; 
Silvera & Austad, 2004; 

Abrahamsson, Israesson, & 
Nilsson, 2018 
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2.4 PERCEPTION OF ONLINE CONSUMER 

The word “perception” is derived from the word “perceive”. As SathiyaRaj, Kumar and 

Subramani (2015) expounded, perception is a process which includes the act of 

selecting, organizing and interpreting motives into a more consequential and logical 

view of the world. What was once a mundane way to purchase goods and services in a 

physical store is now known as the traditional way as we emerge into the era of 

technology and find a modern way to buy goods and services virtually. As on perform 

the act of buying necessities online, they are known as online consumers. As mentioned 

by Koufaris (2002), online consumers are individuals who shop in virtual stores by 

interacting with information technology we have nowadays. In other words, the term 

online shopping may be more familiar. Therefore, perception of online consumers can 

be deduced as a concept of marketing customers’ representation, acknowledgement and 

impression of the online brand is taken account of (SathiyaRaj, Kumar and Subramani, 

2015). 

In Malaysia, a study (Haur, Khatibi and Azam, 2017) found that online 

consumers perceptions’ is highly affected by the number of online advertising. This is 

why when consumer shops online, the lack of information about the product may result 

in a negative purchasing behaviour. However, reviews found online may change this 

perspective of online consumers. Online consumers perceive reviews made by their 

peers more than a post made by advertisers on a blog spot to me more intriguing and 

credible (Bae and Lee, 2011).  
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2.5 CURRENT STUDY 

This study concerns with what is perceived as important characteristics of social media 

influencers by online consumers and social media influencers themselves. The 

definition of social media by Carr and Hayes (2015) is adopted in this study. Since 

social media and social media influencers play prominent roles in the marketing world 

(Rugova and Prenaj, 2016 and Glucksman, 2017), therefore, this study seeks to identify 

what is perceived as important characteristics of social media influencers from online 

consumers and social media influencers themselves. The guidelines used for the 

characteristics of social media influencers are adapted mainly from Erdogan and Baker 

(2000), Brorsson and Plotnikova (2017) and Abrahamsson, Israesson, and Nilsson 

(2018). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
 

3.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER  

This part of the study explains the steps implemented on how to collect and analyse the 

data. This chapter is divided into five subsections which encompasses of introduction, 

research design, the data, data presentation and reliability and validity. 

  

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this paper is to identify what is perceived as important characteristics 

of Social Media Influencers. In regards to achieving the aim of this research, these 

research questions shall be answered: 1) what Social Media Influencers’ characteristics 

is/are perceived as important by online consumers and 2) what Social Media 

Influencers’ characteristics is/are perceived as important by SMIs themselves. In order 

to answer the aforementioned research questions, a qualitative research approach was 

utilised in which case study was employed. The reason why qualitative case study was 

chosen to conduct this research is because the study on what is perceived important 

characteristics of SMIs is lacking. Therefore, this serves as a premiliary study to identify 

the characteristics of SMIs that are perceived important. The findings will help future 

researchers to build a comprehensive questionnares concerning what is perceived as 

important characteristics of Social Media Influencers.  
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3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN  

In completing this research study, two prominent steps were incorporated which 

includes the data collection and data analysis. The first step required to attain the 

objectives of this research is the collection of data through WhatsApp Chat that was 

held by researcher with selected participants. The participant consists of two different 

groups which includes online consumers and social media influencers.  

 

3.3 THE DATA  

The data of this research study was attained through fourteen WhatsApp chats that 

happened with two different groups of participants. Seven WhatsApp conversations 

involved seven online consumers with researcher and seven remaining WhatsApp chats 

involved seven social media influencers with researcher. In order to answer the research 

questions, a semi-structured interview was employed to interviewees of the WhatsApp 

chat.  

 

3.3.1 Participants  

As there are two research questions needed to be answered for this study, two different 

groups of participants were selected to partake in the WhatsApp conversation. Seven of 

online consumers and social media influencers were selected respectively. The online 

consumers and social media influencers were chosen through purposive sampling; 

hence queries were created before selecting the participants. Why purposive sampling 

was utilised is because, purposive sampling approach allows researcher to correctly 

select respondents (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017) as there are few criteria or 

characteristics needed to be fulfilled before the conversation takes place. Demographic 
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questions like age, gender and ethnicity were also incorporated for both online 

consumers and social media influencers. Additionally, for social media influencers, the 

number of followers they have on their Instagram account were also recorded. 

 

3.3.1.1 Selection Criteria for Online Consumers 

Upon selecting the online consumers, these questions were asked beforehand as criteria 

check: 

 

Table 3.1 Queries for Online Consumer criteria check 

Criteria  Questions 

1 How often do you online shop? 

2 Do you have any social media accounts? If yes, what and when did 

you start using it? 

3 Are you familiar with the term Social Media Influencers (SMIs)? 

Briefly describe. 

4 Do you follow any Social Media Influencers on your Social Media 

Account? 

5 Can you name any 3 Malaysian Social Media Influencers? 

 

 

As seen in table 3.1, there are about five criteria checks needed to be fulfilled by 

respondents in order to be selected as participants. Criteria 1 is the most vital as the 

definition of online consumers itself involves the experience of online shopping. If they 

had not done any online shopping, they cannot be considered as online consumers. As 

the objective of this research aims to find out the important characteristics of social 

media influencers, queries regarding social media and social media influencers in 

criteria 2,3, 4 and 5 were also included. If the answers provided for criteria 2-5 is found 

to be positive, respective interviewee will be selected as participants for online 

consumers. Table 3.2 below constitutes the list of selected online consumers.  
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Table 3.2 List of Selected Online Consumer 

Online Consumer Gender & Age Most active Social 

Media platform 

Online Consumer1 Male, 23 Instagram 

Online Consumer2 Female, 23 Instagram 

Online Consumer3 Female, 22 Instagram 

Online Consumer4 Female, 23 Instagram & Twitter 

Online Consumer 5 Male, 24 Instagram & Twitter 

Online Consumer6 Female, 23 Instagram 

Online Consumer7 Female, 24 Instagram & twitter 

 

 

3.3.1.2 Selection Criteria for Social Media Influencers 

Before selecting the social media influencers to take place in this study, these questions 

were asked beforehand as criteria check: 

 

Table 3.3 Queries for Social Media Influencers Quality Check 

Criteria Questions 

1 When did you start using Social Media? 

 

2 Which Social Media Platform are you most active on? 

 

3 How long have you been in the Influencer World? 

 

4 Roughly, how many brands have you collaborated with online? 

 

5 Do you work as an Influencer as part-time or full-time? If part-time do 

you have any other jobs? 

 

6 Are you attached to any agency or are you working freelance? 
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As seen in table 3.3, the criteria check involves 6 criteria list needed to be fulfilled by 

the social media influencers in order to be selected in this study. For criteria 1, the 

participant needs to be a user of any social media platform as it is impossible to consider 

them as a social media influencer if they do not own any social media accounts. As for 

criteria 2,3,4,5 and 6, these subparts of criteria check provide an in-depth array 

especially for the influencer world. If the feedback is deemed positive, they will be 

selected as the participants of this study as social media influencers to be exact. Table 

3.4 below provides the list of selected social media influencers.  

 

Table 3.4 List of Selected Social Media Influencers 

Social Media 

Influencers 

Gender & Age No. of Followers  Most active Social 

Media platform 

Influencer1 Female, 24 45.4k Instagram 

Influencer2 Female, 22 71k Instagram 

Influencer3 Female, 27 16.9k Instagram 

Influencer4 Female, 21 35.9k Instagram 

Influencer5 Female, 25 36.2k Instagram 

Influencer6 Female, 20 199k Instagram 

Influencer7 Female, 25 36.9k Instagram 

 

3.3.2 Data Collection 

A qualitative study was employed in order to achieve the objective of this research. As 

we focus on what is perceived as important characteristics of social media influencers, 

a qualitative approach is ideal as conducting a qualitative study allows the researcher to 
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be more flexible (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017). A semi-structured interview took 

place via WhatsApp application for every participant. Although, a face-to-face 

interview is deemed best as stated by Haregard Edvardsson and Boestam (2018), the 

researcher conducted the semi-structured interview via WhatsApp application in respect 

to social distancing entailed upon us due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As this study 

solely depends on participants’ perception towards what is perceived as important 

characteristics of social media influencers, semi-structured interview was opted as not 

only it is a two-communication process but it also provides a door for participants to 

illustrate their opinions with full liberation. The open-ended questions as expounded by 

Jacobsen (2012) as cited in Haregard Edvardsson and Boestam (2018) allow 

interviewees to acknowledge what is found to be the most important factor according 

to their own thoughts or ideas. The interview questions were constructed by researcher 

with the assistance of the supervisor upon selecting the participants for this study.  

To find out what is perceived as important characteristics of social media 

influencers by online consumers, the question that was based on is“When you are 

reading reviews from SMIs, what characteristics do you usually look at?”. The 

characteristics illustrated by online consumers were taken into account. If the response 

of online consumers is dissatisfying, given the flexibility of semi-structured questions, 

follow-up questions will be asked. For example, online consumer1 answered “The type 

of review they give, whether they’ve personally had experience with a said product and 

the knowledge or credibility they have about the thing that is being reviewed”. To 

identify the characteristics meant by the online consumer1, the researcher followed up 

with a question like “Why do you think it’s important for these influencers to have 

experience with the product they are promoting?”. As for social media influencers, to 

find out what is perceived as important characteristics of social media influencers 
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themselves, the questions that were based on are “Is there any Social Media Influencers 

you look up to? And Why? and “What characteristics do you think is important for you 

to portray to your followers?”. These two questions were able to provide the 

information needed to find out what is perceived as important characteristics of SMIs 

through the eyes of SMIs themselves. The summary of the data collection process can 

be found in diagram 3.1.  
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Diagram 3.1 Summary of Data Collection Process 

 

 

3.3.2 Data Analysis 

To carefully analyse the data retrieved from the WhatsApp conversations between 

researcher, online consumers and social media influencers, a thematic analysis adapted 

by Braun and Clarke (2012) was employed. According to the authors (Braun and Clarke, 
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2012), there are six steps following the approach which are: familiarising with the data, 

generating initial code, searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming 

the themes and producing the report. Adapting the aforementioned steps is important in 

order to attain the objective of this research.  

Step One: Familiarising with Data 

In this step, the conversations content retrieved from WhatsApp chat were scrutinized 

intricately for a few times. The conversations content between researcher and 

respondents were skimmed through carefully and read for at least two times. This is to 

ensure the researcher is fully accustomed with the data. It is crucial for researcher to be 

highly active when reading each and every word and look out for the important points. 

In this case, the context of which is assumed to be the characteristics of social media 

influencers were taken account of. A mental note was done when any important 

information came across when reading through is found especially if it gives the hint of 

what is perceived as important characteristics of social media influencers. An example 

of content that is consider as important is: 

 Influencer4: “I always emphasize how important it is to be true to yourself and your 

values”.  

Step Two: Generating Initial Code 

In this stage, the particular context that was taken into account in step one was identified 

and highlighted. This is because the answer given by Influencer4 is identified as 

something that is relatable or answerable to the research question. When Influencer4 

said she emphasizes on being her true self, that is another way of telling what she thinks 

is the important characteristics of hers she needs to show or portray to her followers. 
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This is what it means by generating initial code. As Braun and Clarke (2012) 

expounded, generating initial codes is defined as the brief interpretation of chosen data 

content. 

Step Three, Four and Five: Searching, Reviewing and Defining Themes  

Emerging into this phase, the coded data that was constructed in step two were listed 

down one by one in order to figure out their themes. Kindly find the full list in the 

appendix 1 and 2. Themes here is seen as the bigger umbrella in this case, the 

characteristics. To search and review the characteristics, researcher referred to the 

framework that was done in Chapter 2. It can be found under the subsection 2.3.2 

Characteristics of Influencers. For example:  

 

Table 3.5 Extracted points by Online Consumer1 

Online Consumer1  “…Whether they’ve personally 

had the experience with a said 

product and the 

knowledge/credibility they have 

about that is being reviewed” 

● Credibility  

 

 

 

In Table 3.5, we can identify one characteristic of social media influencers that 

are perceived important illustrated by Online Consumer 1 which is credibility. In the 

case of Online Consumer1, identifying “credibility” was rather direct as the 

characteristic “credibility” was stated by the respondent.  
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Table 3.6 Extracted points by Influencer6 

Influencer6 “…my true self…I always want 

people to look at me how I act on 

Instagram is how I am outside…” 

“I’m not fake and being honest” 

“I write reviews towards how I 

feel…If the product is good and so 

on…I’ll persuade my 

followers…” 

● Trustworthy 

 

In case of table 3.6, the characteristic of Trustworthy is not mentioned directly. 

However, the line where the influencer6 expressed “…my true self…I always want 

people to look at me how I act on Instagram is how I am outside…” portrays 

trustworthy. This is because, As SMIs open up about their personal lives and how they 

are both online and offline, online consumers may be able to relate themselves with 

them and eventually build a meaningful relationship between each other. Not only that, 

the more real and authentic SMIs are online, the more their audience will be able to 

relate to them as they are esteemed as trustworthy (Glucksman, 2017 and Hakansson, 

et al., 2020). 
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Step Six: Producing the Report 

Once step three, four and five were done. The characteristics were then laid out 

accordingly so it can be explained one by one as a discussion section for this study. The 

most mentioned characteristics are given the priority to discuss. However, 

characteristics that were mentioned the least are still considered as important. As the 

objective of this study is to find out what is perceived as important, it is crucial that we 

take account of all the characteristics that were demonstrated by both online consumers 

and social media influencers themselves.  

In researcher’s own words, parallel to the six steps of thematic analysis adapted 

by Braun and Clarke (2012), the summary of data analysis can be found in diagram 3.2 
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Diagram 3.2 Summary of Data Analysis Process 

 

 

3.5 DATA PRESENTATION 

The objective of this study is to identify what is perceived as important characteristics 

of social media influencers through the lens of online consumers as well as through eyes 

of social media influencers themselves. Since this study has particularly two research 

questions accommodating two different groups of respondents which are online 
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consumers and social media influencers, the data will be presented according to the 

research questions. Which are:  

RQ1: What Social Media Influencers’ characteristics is/are perceived as important by 

online consumers and  

RQ2: what Social Media Influencers’ characteristics is/are perceived as important by 

SMIs themselves. 

 

3.6 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY  

Reliability and validity work hand in hand. It is impossible to have validity without 

having reliability (Lincoln and Guba, 1985 as cited in Babaee and Le, 2013). In the 

realm of qualitative research, reliability and validity is elucidated as a concept that 

emphasizes on quality, trustworthiness and thoroughness. In order to uphold the 

reliability and validity of this study, the triangulation process was incorporated when 

analysing the data. As defined by Creswell and Miller (2000), triangulation process is a 

validity procedure of which the researcher takes account of not one but many reliable 

sources in the process of forming the themes or categories. In this study, the 

characteristics of influencers that act as the ground for research framework is 

constructed through the review of past studies. This proves that the researcher works 

her ground around credible sources only.  

Furthermore, to validate the reliability and validity of this research, the concept 

introduced by Leedy and Ormond (2005) to assess the truthfulness of this qualitative 

research was taken account of. Firstly, the objective of this research was presented and 

clearly stated by researchers throughout this study. Every step taken is made sure to 

contribute solely in achieving the main motive of why this research was done. Next, 
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each and every possible matters of biasness were avoided especially in choosing the 

participants. In this study, the participants were chosen according to purposive 

samplings. Only participants who fit the criterias are selected. Thirdly, the thoroughness 

of this study can be observed through its research methodology and data analysis. Each 

and every step of the research methods were demonstrated step by step. Assurance given 

if the methods were to duplicate, researcher will be able to achieve the same results. As 

for the data analysis, each and every data were carefully analysed and interpreted with 

justifications from reliable sources (read: past studies). All the data collected is 

presented in the appendix. In regards with construction of questions in data collection, 

each and every question was justified to why it was asked. As the social media 

influencers phenomenon is observed and expected to grow in many years to come, the 

body of knowledge discussed in this study will be able to contribute to many levels of 

society. Namely online consumers, social media influencers themselves and marketers 

who wish to incorporate influencer marketing into their promotional strategies.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

 

 

4.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER  

This chapter discusses the findings and discussion according to presented research 

questions which are: What Social Media Influencers’ characteristic(s) is/are perceived 

as important by online consumers? And What Social Media Influencers’ 

characteristic(s) is/are perceived as important by Social Media Influencers themselves? 

Table of findings will be presented and analysed according to research questions 

followed by explanation for an in depth understanding.  

 

4.1 RQ 1: WHAT SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS’ CHARACTERISTIC(S) 

IS/ARE PERCEIVED AS IMPORTANT BY ONLINE CONSUMERS?  

Diagram 4.1 illustrated the characteristics that are perceived as important of social 

media influencers according to online consumers. There are three prominent 

characteristics which are credibility, trustworthy and physical attractiveness. Each 

characteristic analysed are presented accordingly followed by discussions.  
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Diagram 4.1 Characteristics of SMI perceived important by Online Consumers 

 

 

4.1.1 Credibility  

Majority of online consumers agreed that credibility is perceived as an important 

characteristic of social media influencers. At least five out of seven online consumers 

expressed their thoughts on this particular characteristic. Both Online Consumer1 and 

Online Consumer3 stated that should the SMIs experience first-hand in the product they 

choose, only then they could consider promoting it to their audience [Online 

Consumer1: Whether they’ve personally had the experience with a said product and the 

knowledge/credibility they have about that is being reviewed; Online Consumer3: 

telling the truth about things. Not just based on what was given to them for them to just 

say it to make it look good or worth it but in a way, they’ve experience it beforehand]. 

This is because, if they had not tried the product on their own, how are they going to 

produce their honest review? Further supported by Online Consumer7, it is vital that 
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these influencers are educated enough to provide a quality review content [Online 

Consumer7: Credible, they have the correct information, sourcing show that they are 

educated about the particular content they’re spreading] based with correct 

information. This is because, information produced by influencers can influence their 

audience as what is published by SMIs online is deemed as valuable (Hakansson, 

Jansson and Kapteijn, 2020). Forbes (2016) elucidated when SMIs are able to 

encompass their source of information based on good research and not merely a post of 

sponsorship, this proves their expertise on the particular field. One cannot be credible 

without having expertise, as to be perceived as a credible figure, they need to reach a 

certain extent of knowledge (Al-Qatami, 2019). The aforementioned statement can be 

strengthened by a past study (Zietek, 2016) where it is found that information uttered 

by someone knowledgeable will most likely be trusted by many regardless its 

legitimacy.  

Although Online Consumer3 directly said honesty is the most important 

characteristic for her [Online Consumer 3: Honesty is the most important characteristic 

for me if I do wanna look at influencers doing reviews or publishing things] to achieve 

honesty, one has to be able to portray frankness and openness when curating their post. 

As that being said, credibility is only possible to attain when influencers are able to be 

open and frank (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017). Online Consume6 also stated the 

importance of being honest and added, excitement when reviewing product needs to be 

shown [Online Consumer6: honesty, like the excitement in them when promoting the 

products]. How is this related to credibility? This can be associated with the phenomena 

regarded as passionate authenticity where SMIs portray their genuine interest when 

promoting a product. When online consumers find lack of passion in product promotion 

of SMIs, this will conjure a negative impact towards SMIs credibility (Hakansson, et 
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al., 2020). Online Consumer5 highlighted, credibility of SMIs can be shown through 

social media influencers consistency in delivering their opinion. Later, he explained 

““…what makes me stick to their platform is how they engage with their followers …”. 

A homogenous and positive change of information between SMIs and online consumers 

highly affects the credibility of social media influencers. Not only that, online 

consumers found that the consistency of SMIs publishing posts on their social network 

profile will make their credibility greater (Brorsson and Plotnikova, 2017). Credibility 

is perceived as a prominent characteristic of social media because, if credibility is 

seeming to be lacking, the influence will be weak (Zietek, 2016). 

  

4.1.2 Trustworthy 

Three of seven online consumers find trustworthy as important characteristics of social 

media influencers. It is identified that trustworthiness can be portrayed if social media 

influencers review products bought on their own rather than a product that is obtained 

through sponsorships. As expressed by Online Consumer2, ““I feel like if they buy the 

product on their own, they’re being honest”. This is because, as sponsorship involves 

paying social media influencers for their collaboration service (Bruns, 2018), to what 

extent is the truth being told? How trustworthy are the social media influencers? If 

social media influencers were to buy the products on their own, they are most likely to 

be honest in providing their thoughts and impressions. Yes, honesty could also be seen 

related to credibility, but since the question of paid or non-paid are questioned by Online 

Consumer2 [Online Consumer2: I feel like if they buy the product on their own, they’re 

being honest], the characteristics namely trustworthy seems to fit best in this case. As 

the question of honesty in delivering information here is to provide a sense of security 

particularly to Online Consumer2, Sertoglu, Catl and Kormaz (2014) explained this 
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situation in which the sense of security will portray the social media influencers as 

trustworthy in the eyes of online consumers. This can be further supported by Zietek 

(2016) as when SMIs portray brand fit through authenticity rather than doing it because 

they are getting paid, they are deemed as someone trustworthy.  

Social media influencers are usually associated with the fact that they own an 

abundance followers’ figure on their social media account, Online Consumer3 stressed 

on how it is not always about being known or having too many followers when she 

stated “…I feel like people tend to care so much about fame and money instead of the 

real thing you know”. Fame is considered not important in this case. Naturally, SMIs 

with many numbers of followers are assumed to have worked with many different 

brands, this will give off their exclusivity. Experts in public relations expounded, if 

SMIs if found to work with too many brands, their trustworthiness will decrease (Zietek, 

2016). When Online Consumer3 added, SMIs should prioritise the “real deal” rather 

than fame or money and this can be supported in the same study (Zietek, 2016) where 

influencers with smaller number of audience are more authentic and they are observed 

to prioritise the “real deal” and this will hence, show trustworthy. 

  

4.1.3 Physical Attractiveness  

Out of seven online consumers, only one online consumer perceives physical 

attractiveness as important characteristics of social media influencers. Online 

Consumer7 stated that social media influencer’s visual representation is prominent 

when they wish to make known of their presence in the virtual world. Later then added 

“…aesthetically pleasing to look at, but really depends”. Online consumers find social 

media influencers who are aesthetically pleasing looking prominent as being aesthetic 
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has the underlying factor to keep the consumer engaged with the influencers. This is 

because, human mind can only retain about 80% of information received in 24 hours 

and what makes it vividly strong in mind is proven to be the source that is deemed as 

attractive. Online advertisement that consists of source attractiveness will accumulate 

positive effect and is observed to be persuasive (Hakansson, et al., 2020).  

 

4.2 WHAT SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS’ CHARACTERISTIC(S) IS/ARE 

PERCEIVED AS IMPORTANT BY SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS 

THEMSELVES? 

Diagram 4.2 illustrated the characteristics that are perceived as important of social 

media influencers according to online consumers. There are two prominent 

characteristics which are trustworthy and physical attractiveness. Each characteristic 

analysed are presented accordingly followed by discussions.  
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Diagram 4.2 Characteristics of SMI perceived important by Social Media Influencers 

themselves. 

 

 

4.2.1 Trustworthy 

Trustworthy is unanimously perceived as important characteristics of social media 

influencers through the eyes of SMIs themselves. All seven of them expressed their 

thoughts on the importance of social media influencers to be trustworthy to their online 

followers. Influencer1, Influencer4, Influencer6 and Influencer7 equally agreed that to 

be deemed as trustworthy, they must be able to show their true colours and true self to 

the list of followers they have on their social media platform [Influncer1: To me, it’s all 

about being myself; Influencer4: Because I always emphasize how important it is to be 

true to yourself and your values; Influencer6: My true self  and Influencer7: . What I 

advocate on my platform is being relatable and true to myself]. Influencer6 added, being 

true to herself means to not be fake and stated “I always want people to look at me how 
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I act on Instagram is how I am outside…”.  As SMIs open up about their personal lives 

and how they are both online and offline, online consumers may be able to relate 

themselves with them and eventually build a meaningful relationship between each 

other. Not only that, the more real and authentic SMIs are online, the more their 

audience will be able to relate to them as they are esteemed as trustworthy (Glucksman, 

2017 and Hakansson, et al., 2020). Apart from that, five out of seven social media 

influencers interviewed, enunciated that they will always be transparent in providing 

their review where not only the goods are highlighted but the bad ones are also 

conveyed. According to Brorssona and Plotnikova (2017), being honest and revealing 

nothing behind in doing reviews will allow online consumers to trust them more.  

 Influencer3 and Influencer4 respectively professed “Famous brands are usually 

known because it’s good but sometimes it may not suit my skin…I look up the quality of 

it.” and “…but I always ask myself if I trust their products. Because if I don’t, I wouldn’t 

wanna be promoting it”. Through this, we can observe the pattern of which SMIs should 

choose to review the product they believe in whole-heartedly. It is important to do this 

as it portrays brand fit and if it is found to be unseeingly matching, it will build distrust 

amongst the online consumers (Hakansson, et al., 2020). When asked if there are any 

social media influencers they look up to online and why, Influencer4 answered Neelofa 

and justified it by saying “…because she’s a trusted fashion icon”. Renowned for her 

luxury lifestyle in her fashion sense this is why Influencer4 looks up to Neelofa. It is 

natural for fashion influencers like Neelofa to be trusted in the online world according 

to Zietek (2016). This can be further supported by Jin, Muqaddam and Ryu (2019), 

where the portrayal of online celebrities with luxury materials creates a positive 

behaviour towards online consumers where trustworthiness is seen through the brand 

authenticity. In the same study (Jin, et al., 2019), expounded that when social media 
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influencers are seen as relatable sources, they will be seen as trustworthy at the same 

time. This can be seen when Influencer7 expressed how she would want to be relatable 

by her followers [Influencer7: What I advocate on my platform is being relatable]. 

Through the portrayal of trustworthy social media influencers, they can be more 

influential.  

 

4.2.2 Physical Attractiveness  

two out of seven social media influencers perceived physical attractiveness as important 

characteristics of SMIs. Influencer2 conveyed her favor for other social media 

influencers that she finds beautiful [Influncer2: her fashion sense and her beauty]. Other 

than that, Influencer4 demonstrated her physical attractiveness by making sure she 

produces good photos as she said “…I make sure it is a good angle, good picture quality, 

and a good background”. Physical attractiveness is vital as it aids in making online 

materials more memorable. It is also the first impression or factor that leads an online 

consumer to push the follow button. Apart from the fact that when a brand or a product 

is being represented by a source that is considered as attractive, more positive attitude 

by online consumers, it can also cultivate a greater acceptance of information. It can be 

said that physical attractiveness is one of the prominent factors that could affect the 

influence of social media influencers (Zietek, 2016).  

 

4.3 SUMMARY OF SMIS’ CHARACTERISTICS THAT ARE PERCEIVED 

IMPORTANT BY ONLINE CONSUMERS AND SMIS THEMSELVES  

Diagram 4.3 illustrates the summary of characteristics of social media influencers that 

are deemed as important by online consumers and social media influencers. 
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Diagram 4.3 Summary of important SMI’s Characteristics 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

5.0 OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER 

This chapter concludes the whole study. The findings of this paper are summarized 

according to the research questions which are: 1) what Social Media Influencers’ 

characteristic(s) is/are perceived as important by online consumers? and 2) what Social 

Media Influencers’ characteristic(s) is/are perceived as important by Social Media 

Influencers themselves? The similarities of the findings between the research questions 

are also included. The limitations, implications and recommendations of this study are 

also included in this part of research.  

 

5.1 CONCLUSION  

In this study, we found three characteristics of social media influencers that are 

perceived as important by online consumers which are credibility, trustworthy and 

physical attractiveness. Whereas, there are two characteristics of social media 

influencers that are perceived as important according to social media influencers 

themselves which are trustworthy and physical attractiveness. In regards to the former, 

credibility is agreed to by the majority of online consumers through SMIs portrayal of 

true experience of the product they are promoting. The credibility of SMIs are also 

judged based on their knowledge and expertise in the particular field. Next, the 

characteristics of trustworthy can be seen through their disclaimer of sponsorships. The 

question of online consumers’ trust lays within the honesty portrayed by SMIs when 

they are writing their reviews. Similarly, social media influencers also find that 
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trustworthy seems to be an important characteristic of themselves where all seven social 

media influencers unanimously agreed. However, the verification of trustworthiness of 

an influencer is observed through their ability to show their true self in the virtual world. 

Thirdly, physical attractiveness is the least mentioned but still important by one online 

consumer. The presence of source attractiveness in an online advertising is able to give 

a powerful impact where online consumers will be able to remember in days to come. 

In an alike manner, social media influencers also find physical attractive as perceived 

important characteristics of SMIs. The reason being, SMI’s physical attractiveness is 

the first impression when an online consumer chooses to hit the follow button.  

 

5.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

In conducting this research, there were a few limitations found. Mainly, the results of 

this study cannot be generalized as the participants consist of Malaysians youth only. 

The internet is ranging with different ethnicity, origins and age groups. Hence, the 

results are not suitable to represent the whole online nation. Next, the perception of 

characteristics differs amongst different cultures. The characteristics namely credibility 

may be different in interpretation in a different country. These cultural differences can 

be deduced as a limitation in this study.  

 

5.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY  

It can be said that this study fulfills the gap of what is perceived as important 

characteristics of social media influencers in our country, Malaysia. There are several 

studies found on social media influencers but not many focuses on the characteristics 

of social media influencers. Moreover, advertisers and marketers who are interested in 

incorporating influencer marketing in their marketing strategy could benefit in findings 
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of this study. Fellow marketers and advertisers would be able to choose the right social 

media influencers according to what is perceived important characteristics by online 

consumers. Furthermore, social media influencers can utilize the results of this finding 

to learn and make themselves a better opinion leader in the virtual world. 

  

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STUDY 

According to the limitation of this study, the findings cannot be generalized. Future 

research suggests that what characteristics of social media influencers are perceived 

important should be conducted with a quantitative approach. In this way, the research 

would be able to cater to a larger number of participants hence, the ability of research 

results to generalize.  
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APPENDIX I 

 

 

Respondents Extracted content Characteristics 

Online 

Consumer1  

“…Whether they’ve 

personally had the experience 

with a said product and the 

knowledge/credibility they 

have about that is being 

reviewed” 

“…sense of trust and 

credibility as if they have 

experienced it first-hand” 

• Credibility  

 

 

Online 

Consumer2 

“…usually, I will check if the 

SMI have used the product 

that they have reviewed or 

not, if they use it for an 

adequate time, then I will 

consider to try the product 

too” 

“I feel like if they buy the 

product on their own, they’re 

being honest” 

• Trustworthy 
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“I don’t like it when some SMI 

review things they didn’t even 

try” 

Online 

Consumer3  

“Honesty is the most 

important characteristic for 

me if I do wanna look at 

influencers doing reviews or 

publishing things...In times 

like this I feel like people tend 

to care so much about fame 

and money instead of the real 

thing you know…” 

“…telling the truth about 

things. Not just based on what 

was given to them for them to 

just say it to make it look good 

or worth it but in a way, 

they’ve experience it 

beforehand…” 

• Trustworthy 

• Credibility 

Online 

Consumer4 

“…the characteristics I find 

the most important is them 

being knowledgeable and 

skilful in what they are known 

for” 

• Trustworthy 
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Online 

Consumer5 

“…their consistency in 

delivering their 

opinion…boleh nampak 

credibility di situ” 

“…what makes me stick to 

their platform is how they 

engage with their followers 

…” 

“Credibility and integrity” 

• Credibility 

Online 

Consumer6 

“…honesty, like the 

excitement in them when 

promoting the products...” 

• Credibility 

Online 

Consumer7 

“…and visual 

representation?” 

“…aesthetically pleasing to 

look at, but really depends” 

“I think influencers should 

use their word wisely” 

“Credibility of the influencer, 

they can be hold accountable 

for what they posted” 

“…credible, they have the 

correct information, sourcing 

show that they are educated 

• Physical 

Attractiveness  

• Credibility 
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about the particular content 

they’re spreading...” 
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APPENDIX II 

 

 

Respondents Extracted Content Characteristics 

Influencer1 “…they’re transparent & 

real.” 

“To me, it’s all about being 

myself…” 

“Not trying hard to portray 

image of myself…” 

“…what I think and portray 

are honest thoughts on a 

certain topics/product and I 

share that with my followers. 

I guess in a way, this gives 

assuring feedback to know 

about products or try it out for 

themselves.” 

• Trustworthy 

Influencer2 “Honesty and a 

proper/quality content, 

because best believe those 

kinds of postings can attract 

more audience.” 

• Trustworthy 

• Physical 

Attractiveness 
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“…her fashion sense and her 

beauty…” 

“…suits me and something 

that I am willing to try. Not 

just for the sake of review. I 

don’t share what I don’t use 

or something I don’t like.” 

 

Influencer3 “Honesty. Because whatever 

I post my followers will trust 

so I must truthfully honest 

about the brand. Whether the 

good or bad…” 

“Famous brands are usually 

known because it’s good but 

sometimes it may not suit my 

skin…I look up the quality of 

it.” 

 

• Trustworthy 

Influencer4 “…because she’s a trusted 

fashion icon.” 

“Integrity…because I always 

emphasize how important it is 

• Trustworthy  

• Physical 

Attractiveness  
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to be true to yourself and your 

values…” 

“…but I always ask myself if I 

trust their products. Because 

if I don’t, I wouldn’t wanna be 

promoting it.” 

“…I make sure it is a good 

angle, good picture quality, 

and a good background…” 

Influencer5 “I would say spontaneous, 

honest and 

straightforward…” 

“I would state the pros and 

cons of using a product, talk 

about first impressions and 

first experience…it’s 

important to let it all out like 

no filtered boundaries of 

comment.” 

“…like just simply share 

anything from the bottom of 

my heart anytime, whenever 

you like in your own way…” 

• Trustworthy 
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Influencer6 “…my true self…I always 

want people to look at me how 

I act on Instagram is how I am 

outside…” 

“I’m not fake and being 

honest” 

“I write reviews towards how 

I feel…If the product is good 

and so on…I’ll persuade my 

followers…” 

• Trustworthy 

Influencer7 “Being real and not losing 

myself into fame. What I 

advocate on my platform is 

being relatable and true to 

myself…” 

“So, I think it’s really 

important to remind and 

portray a sense of reality and 

realism on your platform. A 

principle I still stand by since 

I started.” 

• Trustworthy 
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APPENDIX III 

 

 

INFLUENCER 1 

[22/06/2020, 1:50:45 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey Qas! Are you free for some Qs? :) 

[22/06/2020, 1:51:15 PM] Influencer1: Hahah halu yes sure 

[22/06/2020, 1:52:39 PM] tahanee shauki: Let's get down to this! When did you first 

start using social media? and to date which social media platform do you think you're 

most active on? 

[22/06/2020, 2:06:06 PM] Influencer1: I first started using social media when I was 12 

I think (MySpace) and of all the social media platforms, Im most active on instagrams 

[22/06/2020, 2:07:23 PM] tahanee shauki: It is of my knowledge that you are the face 

of a known muslimah brand in Malaysia, how long has it been ? 

[22/06/2020, 2:10:54 PM] Influencer1: Yes I am, it’s been 3 years 

[22/06/2020, 2:11:13 PM] tahanee shauki: Omg! Congrats. You must have quite an 

influence for the brand hehe 

[22/06/2020, 2:11:37 PM] Influencer1: Hehe thank you I’d like to think so! 

[22/06/2020, 2:11:45 PM] tahanee shauki: You're not attached to any Pr agency are 

you? Freelance all the way? 

[22/06/2020, 2:12:42 PM] tahanee shauki: Apart from this, are you employed 

elsewhere? Do share if you don't mind 

[22/06/2020, 2:15:09 PM] Influencer1: I’m not attached to any PR agencies, but Im 

not exactly freelance either because I’m under contract with the fashion brand. So I’m 

unable to accept any offers that breaches my contract such as collaborating with other 

local fashion brands. 

[22/06/2020, 2:15:25 PM] Influencer1: Not at the moment. 

[22/06/2020, 2:18:42 PM] tahanee shauki: Alright! Thank you. It's inevitable to make 

connections with other influencers out there. Is there anyone in specific you're 

inspired by? Someone that you look up to. And why? 

[22/06/2020, 2:33:22 PM] Influencer1: Yes there are a few people actually. Nurin 

Afiqah and Aida Razman to name a few.  

 

What they have in common are their determination to build their own brand and 

become successful. They’re transparent and real. They don’t hide the fact that running 

a business isn’t an easy task. It’s a lot of hustle. I’ve followed them from their early 

stages of running a business and I’ve watched them grow. So it’s really inspiring in 

that sense. Also, they proved that their young age isn’t a limitation or an obstacle to 

achieve their goals. 

[22/06/2020, 2:37:09 PM] tahanee shauki: Omg. Kan? I'm familiar with them too. 

And they've grown so much in short amount of time. 

[22/06/2020, 2:38:53 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay, now when it comes to your own 

postings online, doing review and such, what characteristics is important for you to 

portray to your followers? 
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[22/06/2020, 2:44:51 PM] Influencer1: To me, it is all about being myself. Along my 

journey, I have come to find out that my followers appreciate that. Not trying hard in 

portraying another image of myself made my job more enjoyable and fulfilling. 

[22/06/2020, 2:45:57 PM] tahanee shauki: Would like to elaborate more on being 

yourself? how do you portray that online? 

[22/06/2020, 2:50:58 PM] Influencer1: I speak my mind, what I think and portray are 

honest thoughts on a certain topic/products and I share that with my followers. I guess 

in a way this gives them assuring feedback to know about products or try it out for 

themselves. 

[22/06/2020, 2:52:51 PM] tahanee shauki: That's noble of you. I wish there are more 

influencers like you out there. Sometimes, I find it hard to believe some of them :( 

[22/06/2020, 2:53:15 PM] tahanee shauki: So far, all of what you shared is suffice. 

However, if I have any questions to ask, I'll ring you okay! 

[22/06/2020, 2:53:22 PM] tahanee shauki: Thank you so much for your time      

[22/06/2020, 2:56:46 PM] Influencer1: Okay no problem! 

[22/06/2020, 2:57:45 PM] Influencer1: Thank you for your questions!! 

[22/06/2020, 2:58:06 PM] tahanee shauki: thank YOU for your answers 

[22/06/2020, 2:58:21 PM] Influencer1: Your welcome !!        

 

INFLUENCER 2 

[22/06/2020, 1:57:07 PM] tahanee shauki: Or, I'll drop in the Qs, just answer them 

when you're free okay! Iknow you're quite packed so I don't want to get in your way!!! 

Answer it when you're free. No pressure      

[22/06/2020, 1:57:33 PM] tahanee shauki: First off, I need to know when did you first 

start using social media? And now, which social media platforms are you most active 

on? 

[23/06/2020, 9:21:44 AM] Influencer2 : Morning! 

[23/06/2020, 9:25:13 AM] Influencer2 : I can’t really recall when but i think it all 

started 7 years ago, 2014. And i am most active on Instagram. 

[23/06/2020, 10:11:50 AM] tahanee shauki: Morning!! Aaa I see. Now I see you’re 

quite and influencer yourself      always loved your ootd 

[23/06/2020, 10:12:19 AM] tahanee shauki: How long have you been in the industry? 

And roughly, how many brands have you collaborated with online? :) 

[23/06/2020, 10:25:03 AM] Influencer2 : Aw thank you!      

[23/06/2020, 10:28:55 AM] Influencer2 : I have collaborated more than 50 brands and 

it has been 5 years already        

[23/06/2020, 10:29:43 AM] tahanee shauki: That's quite an achievement!!!!!!!!!!!! I'm 

so proud of you. And when you collaborate, you do get paid right? 

[23/06/2020, 10:30:35 AM] tahanee shauki: Are you attached to any agency or are 

you doing it freelance? And if your doing it as a freelance, is it a pet time job? Do you 

have any other job you're doing aside from this? 

[23/06/2020, 10:40:06 AM] Influencer2 : Yes yes, i do get paid. 

[23/06/2020, 10:46:14 AM] Influencer2 : Nope, im on my own. And yes, only as part 

time job as i have other jobs too. I have two businesses, F&B and Fashion line 

(launching soon!) hehe 
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[23/06/2020, 10:46:41 AM] tahanee shauki: She’s getting that bread! Haha. 

[23/06/2020, 10:47:21 AM] tahanee shauki: Is there any other Influencer that you look 

up to? & why? 

[23/06/2020, 9:27:55 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey Sarah! Sorry to bother youuuu again 

[23/06/2020, 9:28:09 PM] tahanee shauki: But I’ve just few more till we can end this 

discussion hahaha 

[23/06/2020, 9:28:21 PM] Influencer2 : Hahaha sorry! 

[23/06/2020, 9:28:28 PM] tahanee shauki: Hopefully you’ll be able to spend some 

time              

[23/06/2020, 9:28:38 PM] Influencer2 : Honestly, i dont have one haha 

[23/06/2020, 9:28:49 PM] tahanee shauki: Oh no! None at all? 

[23/06/2020, 9:29:24 PM] Influencer2 : Oh wait, maybe its Tahanee Shauki! 

[23/06/2020, 9:29:30 PM] tahanee shauki: SARAH! 

[23/06/2020, 9:29:45 PM] tahanee shauki: the last time I checked she’s not an 

influencer hahah 

[23/06/2020, 9:29:56 PM] tahanee shauki: Anyhow! 

[23/06/2020, 9:30:39 PM] tahanee shauki: I’m just wondering kan, when you do 

reviews or postings on collaboration with brands, what do you think is the important 

characteristics to portray to your followers? 

[23/06/2020, 9:30:50 PM] tahanee shauki: What do you take account of before posting 

anything online? 

[23/06/2020, 9:31:15 PM] tahanee shauki: Do elaborate and please give examples 

         

[23/06/2020, 9:33:07 PM] Influencer2 : Oh wait, it’s Erin Adlina! A humble one and 

also the things that she shares on social media, is just...inspiring. 

[23/06/2020, 9:34:02 PM] tahanee shauki: Why do you say it’s inspiring? 

[23/06/2020, 9:36:48 PM] Influencer2 : Her journey of to be where she is now and 

what she has achieved. 

[23/06/2020, 9:39:01 PM] tahanee shauki: What about her postings on her instagram 

for instance? What do you look in for? 

[23/06/2020, 9:52:13 PM] Influencer2 : Honesty and a proper/quality content. 

Because best believe, those kind of postings can attract more audiences. And what i do 

take account of before posting online is something that i value the most. For instance, 

my private life (family & relationship). Because for me, not everything needs to be 

shared or to be shown. 

[23/06/2020, 9:55:39 PM] tahanee shauki: How do you achieve honesty in this sense? 

[23/06/2020, 9:56:54 PM] Influencer2 : Other than her inspiring story? Her fashion 

sense and her beauty! haha 

[23/06/2020, 9:58:51 PM] Influencer2 : I do not accept all collaborations. I mean, i 

pick only what suits me and something that i am willing to try. Not just for the sake of 

“review”. I don’t share what i don’t use or something i dont like. 

[23/06/2020, 10:11:22 PM] tahanee shauki: Faham!!!! Well that’s noble of you 

[23/06/2020, 10:11:37 PM] tahanee shauki: Thank you Sarah. If I have anything I’ll 

roger you okay? 

[23/06/2020, 11:20:23 PM] Influencer2 : Okay        
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INFLUENCER 3 

[18/06/2020, 4:32:01 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey Hannah, Tanee here! I hope you're 

free to answer some Qs. If you aren't, please don't worry and take your time :) 

[18/06/2020, 4:33:38 PM] tahanee shauki: If you don't mind, can you share your age 

& ethnicity? 

[18/06/2020, 4:36:51 PM] tahanee shauki: Once that's done, do share with me when 

you started using social media and which online platforms fo you think you're most 

active on! 

[18/06/2020, 5:05:07 PM] Influencer3: Hi Tanee! Hehe okay ill answer 1 by one.. u 

just text me okay 

[18/06/2020, 5:33:13 PM] tahanee shauki: Alrighty, can :) 

[18/06/2020, 5:36:09 PM] tahanee shauki: Here you go:  

 

• When did you start using Social Media? 

• Which Social Media Platform are you most active on? 

• How long have you been in the Influencer World? 

• Roughly, how many brands have you collaborated with online? 

• Are you attach to any agency or are you working freelance? 

• Do you work as an Influencer as part-time or full-time? If part-time do you 

have any other jobs? 

• Do you get paid by brands when collaborating with them? 

• Is there any Social Media Influencers that you look up to? Briefly explain why.  

• What characteristics do you think is important for you to portray to your 

followers? Give examples! 

[18/06/2020, 6:12:43 PM] tahanee shauki: The last bit of questions, since you may 

need me to clear the air: try relating it like below:  

 

When doing reviews, what do you think is important? The process of publishing it, 

what do you take account of? Why? 

[18/06/2020, 6:17:04 PM] Influencer3: 29yrs old. Malaysia mix british. Malaysian. 

Born in perak. Raise in Kl. 

[18/06/2020, 6:18:05 PM] Influencer3: Started when i was 13. Thats was myspace of 

course. Now its just instagram and facebook. But im more active on Instagram. 

[18/06/2020, 6:30:29 PM] Influencer3: - 13 years old 

- instagram 

- 10 and more 

- freelancer 

- part time i do modeling and tv commercial.  

- yes and no 

- yes , because they look super natural talking on camera and they are very creative at 

creating content.  

- honesty because whatever i post my followers will trust so I must truthfully honest 

about the brand. Wheither the good or bad about it 

[18/06/2020, 6:34:13 PM] Influencer3: The quality of the brand wheither its cheap or 

expensive. Its still a brand and so i would look up to the benefits that it gives me. 

Where i could use it, when i can use it. 
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[18/06/2020, 6:34:49 PM] tahanee shauki: In a way, it is to say that you will only 

collab with brands who shares the same value as you? 

[18/06/2020, 6:35:20 PM] tahanee shauki: And if you don’t mind sharing, who is the 

influencer that you look up to? 

[18/06/2020, 6:37:25 PM] Influencer3: Oh no. I wouldnt put it that way. Famous 

brands are usually known because its good but sometimes it may not suit my skin etc. 

Local brands are just as good these days. I look up to the quality of it 

[18/06/2020 ,6:39:35 PM[ Influencer3 :image omitted 

[18/06/2020 ,6:39:35 PM[ Influencer3 :image omitted 

[18/06/2020 ,6:39:38 PM[ Influencer3 :image omitted 

[18/06/2020 ,6:39:39 PM[ Influencer3 :image omitted 

[18/06/2020, 6:39:43 PM] Influencer3: Heres some influncers 

[18/06/2020, 6:39:49 PM] Influencer3: That i like watching 

[18/06/2020, 6:40:02 PM] Influencer3: I mean look up to 

[18/06/2020, 6:40:12 PM] Influencer3: Can i mention u aswell? 

[18/06/2020, 6:40:24 PM] Influencer3: Hehe 

[18/06/2020 ,6:40:31 PM[ Influencer3 :image omitted 

[18/06/2020, 6:42:01 PM] tahanee shauki: Anyo Hannah! You’re too sweet lah 

                      making me miss our trips waaaa 

[18/06/2020, 6:42:22 PM] tahanee shauki: Anyhow, you’ve been a great help. If I 

need to clarify anything again with you, ill ring you okay? 

[18/06/2020, 6:42:31 PM] tahanee shauki: Thank you so much love you to bits & 

pieces 

INFLUENCER 4 

[21/06/2020, 1:59:15 AM] tahanee shauki: Let me know when youre free okay 

[21/06/2020, 1:59:25 AM] tahanee shauki: Just a little chat regarding the influencer 

world 

[22/06/2020, 1:44:07 PM] tahanee shauki: Tanak kacau you, but let me know when 

you’re free 

[22/06/2020, 1:44:48 PM] Influencer4: TANEEE 

[22/06/2020, 1:44:49 PM] Influencer4: IM SORRY 

[22/06/2020, 1:44:51 PM] Influencer4: I FORGOT 

[22/06/2020, 1:44:54 PM] Influencer4: can cannnn hehe 

[22/06/2020, 1:45:24 PM] tahanee shauki: Now can keeee hehe 

[22/06/2020, 1:47:24 PM] tahanee shauki: It's okay you can take your time to answer! 

Just bare with me okie hehe 

[22/06/2020, 1:48:30 PM] Influencer4: Oki cannn hehe 

[22/06/2020, 1:50:15 PM] tahanee shauki: Now, we both know you're quite a persona 

online! I see you almost everywhere, collaborating with known brands. When did you 

first started using social media? and to date which social media platforms are you 

most active on? 

[23/06/2020, 7:56:43 PM] tahanee shauki: Sha :( 

[23/06/2020, 8:13:02 PM] Influencer4: TANEEEE 

[23/06/2020, 8:13:04 PM] Influencer4: I FORGOTTTT 

[23/06/2020, 8:13:07 PM] Influencer4: IM SO SORRY 
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[23/06/2020, 8:13:09 PM] Influencer4: jap i kat luar 

[23/06/2020, 8:13:15 PM] Influencer4: I balik ni i’ll reply!!! 

[23/06/2020, 9:12:47 PM] tahanee shauki: Its okay ill wait             

[24/06/2020, 11:03:25 AM] tahanee shauki: Shaa busy eh? Tanee find replacement for 

you la okay? Sorrry Sha kacau you few days. You must be busy, Tanee faham! 

[24/06/2020, 12:33:17 PM] Influencer4: Taneeeee 

[24/06/2020, 12:33:22 PM] Influencer4: I’m so sorry        

[24/06/2020, 12:35:20 PM] Influencer4: Taneeee 

[24/06/2020, 12:35:24 PM] Influencer4: I can answer now 

[24/06/2020, 12:36:45 PM] tahanee shauki: heheh takpa, Tanee just ask you terus 

yang penting, the other background check I know already of you so it's fine. 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:03 PM] tahanee shauki: Do you have any Social Media 

Influencers that you look up to? 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:22 PM] tahanee shauki: If you do, why and do share with us who 

she/he is, if you don't mind haha 

[24/06/2020, 12:38:26 PM] Influencer4: I first started using social media in my 

primary school days! Probably in 2008   

I’m most active on Instagram nowadays! 

[24/06/2020, 12:43:08 PM] Influencer4: I guess i do have a few, some i look up to 

when it comes to modelling and fashion sense, and some i look up to in terms of how 

they have managed to build their way up into being successful in what they do / how 

they manage money / how they keep themselves focused in their studies 

[24/06/2020, 12:44:27 PM] tahanee shauki: If you name one person, who would it be? 

and tell me the characteristic? 

[24/06/2020, 12:44:42 PM] Influencer4: Business / study wise, i can’t remember any 

right now haha but like modelling and fashion wise, ike diana, arinna erin 

[24/06/2020, 12:44:46 PM] Influencer4: Okay jappp 

[24/06/2020, 12:44:53 PM] tahanee shauki: could*, sorry for the typo Sha 

[24/06/2020, 12:45:32 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay like Arinna Erin, what of her 

characteristics you adore? Relate this to when you read her reviews? 

[24/06/2020, 12:45:47 PM] tahanee shauki: What is she consistent at? 

[24/06/2020, 12:46:43 PM] Influencer4: Can i say neelofa? 

[24/06/2020, 12:46:45 PM] Influencer4: Hahaha 

[24/06/2020, 12:47:11 PM] tahanee shauki: You could! Because she is indeed an 

influencer 

[24/06/2020, 12:47:40 PM] tahanee shauki: not online instilling people with good 

manifestation, but she does help small business with reviews etc 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:52 PM] tahanee shauki: not only* 

[24/06/2020, 12:51:58 PM] tahanee shauki: What about yourself Sha? When you do 

reviews online, what do you take account of? Whats important to you especially what 

you're going to portray to your followers? 

[24/06/2020, 12:52:14 PM] Influencer4: Alright when it comes to lofa, obviously a lot 

of people idolize her. But my reasons would be that, she’s a well balanced 

entrepreneur. You could say that she’s a jack of all trades, not only is she a very 
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successful entreprenuer, but she’s also a successful actress. And she is also a huge 

fashion icon, bringing some local names to big fashion places around the world. 

[24/06/2020, 12:53:44 PM] Influencer4: And i like that with all that going on in her 

life, she still prioritizes religion. She makes sure she goes for haji and umrah like idk 

once a year eh? Not sure but often la, she makes it a priority 

[24/06/2020, 12:54:09 PM] tahanee shauki: when you state all of this about her, if she 

were to promote anything on her online platform, you are most likely favor it 

because....? 

[24/06/2020, 12:55:35 PM] Influencer4: Because she’s a trusted fashion icon, i can 

relate with her fashion sense. She makes people want to buy the things she wears. 

Does that make sense? Haha 

[24/06/2020, 12:56:21 PM] Influencer4: Like recently, i saw her donning a bawal with 

a somewhat unique style, and i’ve been donning mine that way too! And now i see it 

everywhere 

[24/06/2020, 12:56:24 PM] tahanee shauki: It does make sense. When you say trusted, 

what makes her "trusted" 

[24/06/2020, 12:57:01 PM] tahanee shauki: What makes you think, she is the it 

fashion icon? 

[24/06/2020, 12:59:29 PM] Influencer4: I recently saw her live with ebit lew, she said 

her goal is to let people around the world see that hijab doesn’t mean oppressed, she 

wants to show the world that women in hijab can be among the biggest fashion names 

in the world too. I think that’s what makes her special 

[24/06/2020, 1:00:31 PM] Influencer4: Her ‘hijrah’ is to let the young girls out there 

know that, hijab is not terrifying, you can look your best too while being modest 

[24/06/2020, 1:00:57 PM] tahanee shauki: Betul, I totally agree with you on this. 

[24/06/2020, 1:01:03 PM] Influencer4: Kannnn 

[24/06/2020, 1:01:17 PM] tahanee shauki: A ah, to me it shows how credible she is 

lah 

[24/06/2020, 1:01:24 PM] tahanee shauki: don't you think so? 

[24/06/2020, 1:01:29 PM] Influencer4: I know, i love that about her!! 

[24/06/2020, 1:02:08 PM] tahanee shauki: if you could define in one word, the 

characteristics that is important for you, what would you say? 

[24/06/2020, 1:02:18 PM] Influencer4: Because i know how some people find it scary 

to put on the hijab sbb they’ll lose something 

[24/06/2020, 1:02:50 PM] Influencer4: Integrity. 

[24/06/2020, 1:03:31 PM] tahanee shauki: That's about right Sha! 

[24/06/2020, 1:03:34 PM] Influencer4: Because i always emphasize how important it 

is to be true to yourself and your values 

[24/06/2020, 1:03:46 PM] tahanee shauki: What about yourself Sha? When you do 

reviews online, what do you take account of? Whats important to you especially what 

you're going to portray to your followers? 

[24/06/2020, 1:07:16 PM] Influencer4: Yea like thiss. Obviously with what i do, i 

would love to grow and make a big name of myself in this industry. But one thing i try 

to remind myself is to never lose myself in it. When i do reviews online, i would love 

to work with a tonnn of big brands, but i always ask myself if i myself trust their 

products. Because if i dont, then i wouldn’t wanna be promoting it. 
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[24/06/2020, 1:07:46 PM] tahanee shauki: Why is it important for you trust in the 

product that you choose to review? 

[24/06/2020, 1:07:48 PM] Influencer4: Instagram reviews are not very genuine, 

honestly, but i try to jaga that 

[24/06/2020, 1:13:34 PM] Influencer4: Because if lets say i were to promote clothes, i 

would ask myself if that’s my style, if that is something that i would wear, if the 

quality of the clothing is something i would buy with my own money. If it is, then i 

feel like its okay for me to promote. Because unlike us, the ones promoting, we got 

the clothes for free, and on top of that, we’re getting paid to promote it. But our 

followers would have to biy the clothes using their own money, so i dont think its fair. 

[24/06/2020, 1:13:58 PM] Influencer4: I like my reviews to be of good quality instead 

of quantity 

[24/06/2020, 1:15:45 PM] tahanee shauki: How do you produce a good quality 

reviews then? 

[24/06/2020, 1:15:52 PM] tahanee shauki: by being......? hahaha 

[24/06/2020, 1:16:48 PM] Influencer4: You nak suruh i cakap one word ke hhahahaha 

[24/06/2020, 1:17:18 PM] tahanee shauki: tak, you can still explain heheh 

[24/06/2020, 1:17:34 PM] tahanee shauki: just trying to get the framework, don't 

worry!!! you're doing great 

[24/06/2020, 1:17:37 PM] tahanee shauki: one of the best actually 

[24/06/2020, 1:17:45 PM] tahanee shauki: so this will help me a lot hahaha 

[24/06/2020, 1:18:03 PM] Influencer4: Nawww 

[24/06/2020, 1:26:42 PM] Influencer4: I put a lot of work into my reviews, i make 

sure its not something i just did to post before the deadline. If it is a picture, i make 

sure its with a good angle, good picture quality and a good background. 

[24/06/2020, 1:27:27 PM] Influencer4: Because those are the kind of pictures i like to 

see when i’m scrolling through instagram, so that’s what i try to give to my followers 

and to the brand paying me! 

[24/06/2020, 1:31:02 PM] tahanee shauki: We're getting there. 

[24/06/2020, 1:31:33 PM] tahanee shauki: When you say you only want to promote 

brand that you trust man, why do you do this? What are you trying to portray to your 

followers? 

[24/06/2020, 1:33:08 PM] Influencer4: When i’m promoting fashion, i’m trying to 

portray my character, who i am and what i truly like to wear. 

[24/06/2020, 1:34:39 PM] tahanee shauki: Try describing the characteristics as a 

whole. 

[24/06/2020, 1:34:48 PM] tahanee shauki: Like lofa you said, her integrity 

[24/06/2020, 1:35:13 PM] tahanee shauki: What is as important characteristics you'd 

like portray to your followers? 

[24/06/2020, 1:37:11 PM] Influencer4: I want my followers to know that when it 

comes to fashion, i promote things in line with my fashion sense only. So whoever 

who gets my fashion sense will probably come to my page knowing that they’ll 

probably find something they like too. 

[24/06/2020, 1:38:08 PM] Influencer4: Hm is there another word for it haha 

[24/06/2020, 1:38:13 PM] tahanee shauki: Because you want to be seen as....? 

[24/06/2020, 1:38:31 PM] Influencer4: Genuine? 
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[24/06/2020, 1:38:34 PM] Influencer4: Hahahaha 

[24/06/2020, 1:38:50 PM] tahanee shauki: when you do something that is in line with 

your value, with your beliefs, you'd be_____ to your followers 

[24/06/2020, 1:38:53 PM] tahanee shauki: yes! hahahaha 

[24/06/2020, 1:39:10 PM] Influencer4: HAHAHA 

[24/06/2020, 1:39:14 PM] Influencer4: sorryy          

[24/06/2020, 1:39:15 PM] tahanee shauki: being genuine is being honest, would agree 

with that? 

[24/06/2020, 1:39:17 PM] tahanee shauki: ahhahahahaahahahha 

[24/06/2020, 1:39:23 PM] Influencer4: Yesssss 

[24/06/2020, 1:39:31 PM] Influencer4: I totally agree hahaha 

[24/06/2020, 1:39:45 PM] tahanee shauki: hehehehehhe 

INFLUENCER 5 

[23/06/2020, 10:32:48 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey Dewi! Tahanee here. Was just 

wondering if you could spare some time now to talk? hehe. If you're busy I totally 

understand      

[23/06/2020, 10:33:42 PM] Influencer5: Hi babe! Sure thing can jee~ i can multitask 

hehe no worries! 

[23/06/2020, 10:34:56 PM] tahanee shauki: Omg you're so sweet!! I want to cry. Also 

feel free to express in your words tau! We can keep this super casual too soooo no 

pressure hehe 

[23/06/2020, 10:35:22 PM] tahanee shauki: When did you first start using social 

media? and of many social media platforms, which one are you most active on? 

[23/06/2020, 10:35:28 PM] Influencer5: Awww no problem babe! 

[23/06/2020, 10:38:06 PM] Influencer5: I started using social media in 2014 back then 

was just Facebook,Tumblr,Blogspot,Twitter and jumped into Instagram around mid 

2015 -ish. Currently active on Instagram only at the moment 

[23/06/2020, 10:39:53 PM] tahanee shauki: Waaa! you didn't start with myspace 

keee!! Alright alright. 

[23/06/2020, 10:40:29 PM] tahanee shauki: Instagram! Of course, I can help but to 

always watch your story, especially on make up reviews. I rasa I macam silent 

supporter kat tepi tu hahahaha also that flawless skin 

[23/06/2020, 10:40:35 PM] Influencer5: I did! hahahaha but i couldnt remember 

much. I think myspace era was earlier than that 

[23/06/2020, 10:40:36 PM] tahanee shauki: SO I CAN'T HELP MYSELF! 

[23/06/2020, 10:41:04 PM] tahanee shauki: You have quite an influence when it 

comes to make up reviews, how long have you been in the influencer world? 

[23/06/2020, 10:41:19 PM] Influencer5: OMG! HAHAHA thank you! i hope you did 

not get bored of my reviews! and dont mute my igstory okay!          

[23/06/2020, 10:42:38 PM] tahanee shauki: NEVER PLS 

[23/06/2020, 10:45:33 PM] Influencer5: wow, "Influencer" is quite a big title, and I 

feel like i do not deserved to be called in certain way yet. hehee        But in certain way, 

I think i started on and off when I did my part-time modelling job since late 2016 and 

currently active on reviewing brands and products since 2018. I would say about 2 

years+ now 
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[23/06/2020, 10:47:34 PM] tahanee shauki: I get you! I totally get you babe. 

Sometimes it feels underserving but it is what it is kan. Especially when brands are 

requesting to collaborate. You pun collaborate with a lot of brand juga, be it local or 

international. Roughly, how many brands have you worked with? And do you get paid 

doing this collaboration? 

[23/06/2020, 10:49:05 PM] Influencer5: yes babe ! true! because i think influencers 

title should cover a lot more of different audience, lifestyle etc. not just in beauty 

departments. 

[23/06/2020, 10:51:30 PM] tahanee shauki: Also, are you attched to any agency by 

any chance? Or are you doing this free-lance? 

[23/06/2020, 10:51:35 PM] Influencer5: I would say more than 20 brands, less than a 

100 brands, mostly i did the same reviews and collaborations with same brands more 

than once. I do get paid for a certain collaborations, and some brands stated that they 

do not have the budgets too, but I still do insist to collaborates with my own terms and 

see if they would want to proceed with it. Its like a win-win situations lah hehe 

[23/06/2020, 10:53:58 PM] tahanee shauki: That's so nice of you to consider start-ups. 

I hope you grow with flying colours, Dewi 

[23/06/2020, 10:54:42 PM] tahanee shauki: Being in this industry, it is inevitable for 

you to connect or create network with other social media influencers. Do you have 

any in mind that you look up to? And if you do, do share who and why! 

[23/06/2020, 10:54:54 PM] Influencer5: hehe thank you !        

[23/06/2020, 10:56:06 PM] Influencer5: omgggg hahaha ! i never thought of this! 

[23/06/2020, 10:56:29 PM] tahanee shauki: Maybe you indirectly suka ke? heheh 

mesti ada!!! 

[23/06/2020, 11:01:16 PM] Influencer5: but i would say I would look up to Khainina 

Khalil! Since she is also in Interior Design field when she was studying back then (if 

i'm not mistaken) and she became really successful now in her own way. Maybe she 

and I could have the same vibes, same background interest as both of us used to 

studying interior design too. I dont know, i just have a feeling that we could click! 

hehehe perasan je! but I never talk to her indirectly though.. i'm too shy! HAHAHHA 

[23/06/2020, 11:02:32 PM] tahanee shauki: Khainina! I know her. But thru social 

media je haha. She seems like a nice a person kan. Anything of her characteristics that 

draws her towards you? 

[23/06/2020, 11:02:50 PM] Influencer5: other than that, she also have a nice fashion 

sense, she stands out in every outfit and she is very comfortable in her own skin like 

that 

[23/06/2020, 11:03:27 PM] tahanee shauki: Now now, I'm gonna go to you juga. If I 

were to ask you, when you do reviews  or postings on your account, what is the 

important characteristics you take account of? Especially those of which you want to 

portray to your followers? 

[23/06/2020, 11:03:51 PM] Influencer5: I think its her fashion sense la, she looks 

great in everything!!!! 

[23/06/2020, 11:04:55 PM] tahanee shauki: Ahhh, so you like how she presents 

herself lah? 
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[23/06/2020, 11:06:17 PM] Influencer5: I would say spontaneous,honest and 

straightforward. Most of it I like it to be spontaneous 

[23/06/2020, 11:07:05 PM] tahanee shauki: Would you like to elaborate on that one? 

Feel free to give examples, especially in what you usually do 

[23/06/2020, 11:07:24 PM] tahanee shauki: in the process of posting it, how would 

you describe you being spontaneous, honest or straightforward? 

[23/06/2020, 11:10:37 PM] Influencer5: Sure, Usually some brands will give you the 

keywords, the highlights of the products, the speciality of the products etc, in certain 

way, when I literally using the products, my experience and thoughts were the 

opposite of the keywords mentioned. So, when it comes to do postings, I had to follow 

the keywords at all because some brands they required to see the captions and contents 

draft first before actually posting it. So it feels like an obstacle for me to honestly 

review about it the pros and cons. 

[23/06/2020, 11:11:36 PM] Influencer5: Some brands they just deleted and redo my 

captions that i have given and instead used whatever caption that they already 

modified for me. 

[23/06/2020, 11:14:03 PM] Influencer5: I would talk about the packaging which is 

crucial for me, since product design are very important to me and to catch potential 

customers. I would state the pros and cons of using a product, talk about first 

impressions and first experience is important to let it all out like no filtered boundaries 

of comments (but ofcourse have to be in good manners and appropriate ways) 

[23/06/2020, 11:14:18 PM] tahanee shauki: If I may, how do be honest I portraying 

yourself online? 

[23/06/2020, 11:16:45 PM] Influencer5: keep on communicating with followers with 

varieties of opinions and open up to different opinions. 

[23/06/2020, 11:18:43 PM] Influencer5: in that way, followers could understand better 

by communicating one to one too, and directly say to them if it might/might not suits 

them or give other options (since sometimes brands doesnt let you to compare with 

other alternatives brands) 

[23/06/2020, 11:19:44 PM] Influencer5: I mean, during postings, the dont want other 

brands to be stated in captions or in the content 

[23/06/2020, 11:19:57 PM] Influencer5: they* 

[23/06/2020, 11:22:14 PM] Influencer5: a couple of non-paid/non sponsorship review 

helps too. like just simply share anything from the bottom of my heart anytime, 

whenever you like in your own way. it is another way to connect with your follower 

[23/06/2020, 11:22:41 PM] Influencer5: like our own punya content 

[23/06/2020, 11:24:19 PM] tahanee shauki: I understand and that's really kind of you 

to consider 

[23/06/2020, 11:24:43 PM] tahanee shauki: especially when you can actually choose 

to do it differently, you choose the ethical way. which is what we all need 

[23/06/2020, 11:24:48 PM] tahanee shauki: lagi lagi dalam mass media 

[23/06/2020, 11:25:40 PM] Influencer5: yes true! whenever i got dms from my 

followers, asking the same questions, then why not share it with everyone kan? hehe 

[23/06/2020, 11:26:02 PM] tahanee shauki: Betul betul! 
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[23/06/2020, 11:26:28 PM] tahanee shauki: So far, you've shared more than enough! 

You've been sooooo good. If I need to follow up, I'll ring you here. I hope you don't 

mind 

[23/06/2020, 11:26:38 PM] tahanee shauki: thank you for being such a darling, babe! 

:( 

[23/06/2020, 11:26:42 PM] tahanee shauki: can't thank you enough 

 

INFLUENCER 6 

[24/06/2020, 11:53:13 AM] tahanee shauki: Yay! sooo, first off, when did you first 

start using social media? and now which social media are you most active on? 

[24/06/2020, 11:54:53 AM] Influencer6: I started using social media actively when i 

was around 16 ? And im really comfortable with instagram and Twitter so that the two 

apps that I actively use          

[24/06/2020, 11:56:00 AM] tahanee shauki: Ahhh I see alright. We both know 

you'requite known online hehe. How long have you been in the influencer world? 

[24/06/2020, 12:02:49 PM] Influencer6: Hehe i start gaining Instagram followers 

since i started using the apps actually ahha because im acting in drama so when i start 

using instagram my followers straightly increase so when i was 16 then hehe 

[24/06/2020, 12:03:25 PM] tahanee shauki: and how old are you now?! 

[24/06/2020, 12:03:47 PM] tahanee shauki: and roughly, Kna tau tak berapa banyak 

brand Kna dah work with? 

[24/06/2020, 12:03:50 PM] Influencer6: 19          

[24/06/2020, 12:04:07 PM] Influencer6: Omg to many la taneee bbyy          

[24/06/2020, 12:04:25 PM] tahanee shauki: Im sure kan! mesti banyak gilaaaaa 

[24/06/2020, 12:04:27 PM] Influencer6: I mean if like less then 5 maybe i ingat 

[24/06/2020, 12:04:30 PM] tahanee shauki: but thats good!! 

[24/06/2020, 12:04:32 PM] Influencer6: Less than 10 ke 

[24/06/2020, 12:04:42 PM] Influencer6: Hihi 

[24/06/2020, 12:04:53 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahahaha but its defo more kan 

[24/06/2020, 12:05:03 PM] tahanee shauki: Kna buat ni part time ke full? and are you 

attached to any agency? 

[24/06/2020, 12:05:04 PM] Influencer6: Yeah yeah          

[24/06/2020, 12:06:51 PM] Influencer6: Emm influencer as in buat review stuff on 

Instagram , photoshoot is my full time job i even have a schedule bila kerja bila cuti 

         but acting drama is part time 

[24/06/2020, 12:07:08 PM] Influencer6: Nope im not attached with any agency 

[24/06/2020, 12:07:18 PM] Influencer6: To* 

[24/06/2020, 12:07:48 PM] tahanee shauki: heheh alrighty. you're good! Is there any 

Social Media Influencers that Kna look up to? That you like? and if yes, do share who, 

and why :) 

[24/06/2020, 12:08:01 PM] tahanee shauki: you can list down characteristics yang 

buat Kna suka kat dia 

[24/06/2020, 12:08:35 PM] Influencer6: Malaysian influencer ke or luar haha 

[24/06/2020, 12:08:49 PM] tahanee shauki: Luar also can! 
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[24/06/2020, 12:10:10 PM] Influencer6: Hm         i use Instagram so muchh! But i tak 

pernah like adore or look up to someone even from the other country or anywhere la 

because i dont know im not to loyal to that i always tukar tukar tane                 

[24/06/2020, 12:11:04 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahah its okay 

[24/06/2020, 12:11:09 PM] tahanee shauki: I totally understand 

[24/06/2020, 12:11:46 PM] tahanee shauki: What about yourself? When you do 

reviews, what areimportant to you when you want to post reviews online? 

[24/06/2020, 12:15:44 PM] Influencer6: I observe the quality of the product and i 

assure that the product is save for use to the public :) 

[24/06/2020, 12:15:53 PM] Influencer6: That is important       

[24/06/2020, 12:17:04 PM] tahanee shauki: How would you describe this 

characteristic? 

[24/06/2020, 12:17:36 PM] tahanee shauki: To you, what characteristics about 

yourself that you ambil berat and tunjuk dekat followers? 

[24/06/2020, 12:22:15 PM] Influencer6: Hmmm        my true self lah i always nak 

people to look at me like how i act on instagram kat luar pun i mcm tu actually, 

because how i act on instagram that is how i am actually on the outside          

[24/06/2020, 12:23:20 PM] Influencer6: How crazy or annoying i am , ha macam tu 

lah i kat luar pun actually           if i comfortable with that person 

[24/06/2020, 12:24:09 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay try answering this, 

[24/06/2020, 12:24:19 PM] tahanee shauki: 13. What characteristics do you think 

is important for you to portray to your followers? 

[24/06/2020, 12:24:39 PM] tahanee shauki: Describe that characteristic, how would 

you label them? 

[24/06/2020, 12:24:50 PM] Influencer6:          

[24/06/2020, 12:25:43 PM] tahanee shauki: hehe, when you say being your true self? 

what do you mean by being your true self? 

[24/06/2020, 12:26:19 PM] tahanee shauki: and when you want to write reviews, why 

is it important that you are your true self? so your followers will know that you are..... 

[24/06/2020, 12:27:43 PM] Influencer6: Im not faked and being honest          

[24/06/2020, 12:28:35 PM] tahanee shauki: haha yes yes! How do you be honest in 

writing reviews Kna? 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:40 PM] Influencer6: I mean if i dont like it if people asked me is 

the product good or bad I’ll describe it the way it is lah whether its bad or not 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:41 PM] tahanee shauki: ni nak habis dah 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:43 PM] tahanee shauki: janji janji 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:46 PM] Influencer6: Hahahaha 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:49 PM] tahanee shauki: YES 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:51 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahahaa 

[24/06/2020, 12:28:57 PM] tahanee shauki: exactly, okay!!!! 

[24/06/2020, 12:32:23 PM] Influencer6: Okay mmm i write reviews towards what i 

feel i mean if the product is good and so on I’ll persuade my followers to you know 

buy it or try it like argh how nak explain         like I’ll try my best to be specific about 

the product to people so that they can understand me          
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[24/06/2020, 12:34:11 PM] Influencer6: Btw tane i love the video you posted on 

instagram the swim wear tu          cute u look so excited i mean if i ada my own brand i 

would love to give it to you cause ergh u look so cute like I enjoy watching it eventho 

its 1minute+          

[24/06/2020, 12:35:30 PM] Influencer6: That is what i mean being honest is like you 

show your followers that you are excited to know whats inside like u are excited! Like 

ahhaha i can see it          

 

INFLUENCER 7  

[22/06/2020, 1:54:23 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey Arinna! Tahanee here!!! And thank 

you for doing this            

[22/06/2020, 1:55:08 PM] tahanee shauki: If you aren't free, please take your time to 

answer. It'll be super casual. So no pressure hehe 

[22/06/2020, 6:02:43 PM] Influencer7: Hey Tahanee! So sorry for the late reply, I’ve 

been in and out since morning. Tak sempat Nak tengok my phone betul. Please drop 

the questions! Nanti I jawab       

[22/06/2020, 6:19:01 PM] tahanee shauki: No worries I totally understand that. Sebab 

I’m doing a content analysis, it should be conversation like. However, boleh je if I 

were to drop the Qs and follow up with you if need be 

[22/06/2020, 6:20:19 PM] tahanee shauki: I’ll be needing you to respond as SMIs 

(Social Media Influencer) okay? 

[22/06/2020, 6:20:40 PM] tahanee shauki: 1. Age 

2. Gender 

3. Ethnicity 

4. Number of followers 

5. When did you start using Social Media? 

6. Which Social Media Platform are you most active on? 

7. How long have you been in the Influencer World? 

8. Roughly, how many brands have you collaborated with online? 

9. Are you attach to any agency or are you working freelance? 

10. Do you work as an Influencer as part-time or full-time? If part-time do you have 

any other jobs? 

11. Do you get paid by brands when collaborating with them? 

12. Is there any Social Media Influencers that you look up to? Briefly explain why. 

13. What characteristics do you think is important for you to portray to your 

followers? 

[22/06/2020, 6:20:50 PM] tahanee shauki: Take your time no pressure       

[24/06/2020, 11:00:46 AM] tahanee shauki: Hey Arinna! I’m sorry if I’m catching 

you at a bad time. Was wondering if I could get the answers by today? If you can’t, I 

totally understand!!!!!           I know how busy and packed, lagi lagi this time around. 

Do let me know ya! 

[24/06/2020, 11:50:22 AM] Influencer7: Hey Tahanee! Sorry sorry! I’ll try by today, I 

ada meeting satgi, now tgh siap to run errands. So sorryyyy! By today k! 

[24/06/2020, 11:53:53 AM] tahanee shauki: Thanks Arinna!! Sorry for the rush, didn't 

mean to. But thank you for the time willing to spend. Take care and be safe 
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[24/06/2020, 11:54:14 AM] tahanee shauki: Don't be sorry please, I understand how 

busy you can be 

[25/06/2020, 12:26:54 AM] Influencer7: Age 

25 years old 

 

2. Gender 

Female 

 

3. Ethnicity 

Malay 

 

4. Number of followers 

36.9k (instagram) 

 

5. When did you start using Social Media? 

I started using social media (MySpace) in 2006  

 

6. Which Social Media Platform are you most active on? 

I’m most active on Instagram 

 

7. How long have you been in the Influencer World? 

Since 2016 

 

8. Roughly, how many brands have you collaborated with online? 

I’ve honestly lost track. Probably more than 50 brands in the span of 5 years. 

 

9. Are you attach to any agency or are you working freelance? 

I’m working as a freelance SMI. 

 

10. Do you work as an Influencer as part-time or full-time? If part-time do you have 

any other jobs? 

I’m a part time influencer by default, I’m a full-time model.  

 

11. Do you get paid by brands when collaborating with them? 

Yes and no. It really depends on the expectations from the client/ brands. If I’ve 

worked with them multiple times, I would asked to be paid, if they are a start up and 

new to this industry, I wouldn’t want them to spend on endorsing me. I would 

willingly do it for free or more so just purchase their products/ services. 

 

12. Is there any Social Media Influencers that you look up to? Briefly explain why. 

I do. Most of them are acquaintances or friends. As a part time SMI, it does take a toll 

on my energy and challenges my creativity, SMIs that do this full-time deserve all the 

love and support because the dedication and effort to create content is super hard. It’s 

not just taking a pretty selfie, a lot goes into content creating.  
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13. What characteristics do you think is important for you to portray to your 

followers? 

Being real and not losing yourself to fame. What I advocate on my platform is being 

relatable and true to yourself. My feed is mostly my modelling portfolio but on my 

instagram stories I enjoy posting about my daily life. Followers tend to forget that 

SMIs are human beings hence why there are so many netizen’s who freely undermine 

and hate on SMIs because they set an expectation on them. So I think it’s really 

important to remind and portray a sense of reality and realism on your platform. A 

principle I still stand by since I started. 

 

ONLINE CONSUMER 1 

[23/06/2020, 10:41:50 PM] tahanee shauki: heeey! 

[23/06/2020, 10:41:55 PM] tahanee shauki: any chance you're free now? 

[23/06/2020, 10:42:05 PM] Online Consumer1: Halooo 

[23/06/2020, 10:42:09 PM] Online Consumer1: Yess 

[23/06/2020, 10:42:49 PM] tahanee shauki: Yay!!!! 

[23/06/2020, 10:43:06 PM] tahanee shauki: As of now, what are you working as? are 

you employed? 

[23/06/2020, 10:43:39 PM] Online Consumer1: Is this the first question? 

[23/06/2020, 10:43:56 PM] tahanee shauki: background check hehehe 

[23/06/2020, 10:43:58 PM] Online Consumer1: Haha 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:02 PM] Online Consumer1: Ohh okay 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:05 PM] tahanee shauki: yang lain, I dah tau :p 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:11 PM] tahanee shauki: HAHAHAHAHAHA 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:18 PM] tahanee shauki: macam la ni i tak tau so scratch that 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:31 PM] tahanee shauki: How often do you online shop? 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:32 PM] Online Consumer1: Hahahaha 

[23/06/2020, 10:44:58 PM] Online Consumer1: Atleast once or twice a month 

[23/06/2020, 10:45:15 PM] tahanee shauki: I know for a fact you have few social 

media accounts, when did you first start using it? 

[23/06/2020, 10:46:04 PM] Online Consumer1: Fb- 2009 

Twitter/ IG - 2012 

[23/06/2020, 10:47:42 PM] tahanee shauki: waaah! he fast!!!! 

[23/06/2020, 10:48:02 PM] tahanee shauki: Now, Are you familiar with the term 

Social Media Influencer? 

[23/06/2020, 10:48:08 PM] tahanee shauki: how would you spot one? 

[23/06/2020, 10:48:14 PM] Online Consumer1: Yes I am 

[23/06/2020, 10:48:38 PM] Online Consumer1: By the type of content that person 

post and the number of followers they have on social media 

[23/06/2020, 10:50:22 PM] tahanee shauki: Do you follow any social media 

influencers on your social network? 

[23/06/2020, 10:52:12 PM] Online Consumer1: TAHANEE SHAUKI 

[23/06/2020, 10:52:54 PM] Online Consumer1: Hahaha japp leme have a look 

[23/06/2020, 10:55:59 PM] tahanee shauki: please I AM NOT AN INFLUENCER 

[23/06/2020, 10:56:06 PM] tahanee shauki: for reals now hahahaa tumbuk kang! 
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[23/06/2020, 10:58:49 PM] Online Consumer1: Manurios / Brandonwoelfel / 

Daiyantrisha / Bretmanrock 

[23/06/2020, 10:59:27 PM] Online Consumer1: Yes 

[23/06/2020, 10:59:55 PM] tahanee shauki: Alamak lupa nak add Malaysian 

[23/06/2020, 11:00:08 PM] Online Consumer1: Waduhh 

[23/06/2020, 11:00:11 PM] Online Consumer1: Jap 

[23/06/2020, 11:00:16 PM] tahanee shauki: hehehe but sokay, can you name 3 

malaysian SMIs> 

[23/06/2020, 11:00:17 PM] tahanee shauki: ? 

[23/06/2020, 11:04:04 PM] Online Consumer1: Daiyan yuna Dr amalina 

[23/06/2020, 11:05:12 PM] tahanee shauki: Wahhh bukan beshe beshe this one. 

[23/06/2020, 11:05:33 PM] tahanee shauki: Now now, what is the last post made by 

any influencer that you can recall? 

[23/06/2020, 11:07:57 PM] Online Consumer1: Haha story can count ah? 

[23/06/2020, 11:08:13 PM] Online Consumer1: Dr Amalina answering a question 

given to her 

[23/06/2020, 11:08:17 PM] tahanee shauki: can! anything at all. 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:21 PM] Online Consumer1: Question: what scholarship did you 

apply? 

Answer: I was awarded with 6 scholarships after I dinished my SPM. I chose Bank 

Negara Malaysia ( kijang emas scholarship) 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:27 PM] Online Consumer1: Finished* 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:35 PM] tahanee shauki: I saw that one toooo!!!! 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:42 PM] Online Consumer1: Hahaha 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:44 PM] tahanee shauki: damnnnn sis like that ley 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:50 PM] tahanee shauki: a good way to flex 

[23/06/2020, 11:09:56 PM] Online Consumer1: That’s why she be flexing 

[23/06/2020, 11:10:15 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay, when you read or conserding 

reviews done by influencer man, what do you usually look in for? 

[23/06/2020, 11:11:16 PM] Online Consumer1: Conserding? 

[23/06/2020, 11:11:52 PM] Online Consumer1: Considering? 

[23/06/2020, 11:12:02 PM] tahanee shauki: Considering. Sorry for the typooo waaa 

[23/06/2020, 11:13:35 PM] Online Consumer1: The type of review that they give 

whether it’s just a form of endorsement, whether they’ve personally had experience 

with a said product and the knowledge/ credibility they have about the thing that is 

being reviewed 

[23/06/2020, 11:18:55 PM] tahanee shauki: Why do you think it's important that these 

influencers have experienced with the product they're promoting? 

[23/06/2020, 11:20:37 PM] Online Consumer1: 1. They can vouch for the product as 

it has benefited them and influence that it might be beneficial for others. 

2. Sense of trust and credibility as it they have experience it first hand 

[23/06/2020, 11:23:58 PM] tahanee shauki: So, by having experience with product, in 

a way, it gives credibility to the influencer to do the review? 

[23/06/2020, 11:24:43 PM] Online Consumer1: Yes 

[23/06/2020, 11:24:56 PM] Online Consumer1: Haha 
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[23/06/2020, 11:25:52 PM] tahanee shauki: and credibility would be important for you 

when you're reading any review 

ONLINE CONSUMER 2 

[20/06/2020, 11:10:12 PM] tahanee shauki: So hey! If you aren’t free, take your time 

okay? Dont rush! Hehe 

[20/06/2020, 11:10:46 PM] tahanee shauki: First of, background check if you dont 

mind! Would you share me your age, gender, ethnicity & where do you live?       

[21/06/2020, 12:35:14 AM] Online Consumer2: okay 

[21/06/2020, 12:35:55 AM] Online Consumer2: im 23 years old, female, malay and i 

live in kota bharu, kelantan        

[22/06/2020, 2:02:28 PM] tahanee shauki: Wah sek kito jange pecoh dehhh! 

[22/06/2020, 2:03:05 PM] tahanee shauki: Are you currently working? If yes, do you 

mind sharing? 

[22/06/2020, 2:06:24 PM] Online Consumer2: hshahsha yasss! 

[22/06/2020, 2:06:42 PM] Online Consumer2: nope! currently studying and im in my 

final year 

[22/06/2020, 2:07:42 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay! Now do you often online shop 

[22/06/2020, 2:07:43 PM] tahanee shauki: ? 

[22/06/2020, 2:08:28 PM] Online Consumer2: yuppp hahaha especially during mco 

         

[22/06/2020, 2:09:00 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahahaha with all the time we had, who 

wouldn't right? 

[22/06/2020, 2:09:30 PM] tahanee shauki: great, now I can get down to this. Are you 

familiar with the term social media influencer? how would you elaborate the term? 

[22/06/2020, 2:09:36 PM] tahanee shauki: For short, social media influencer is SMI 

[22/06/2020, 2:12:59 PM] Online Consumer2: ohh yes yes i know some of the social 

media influencers! 

[22/06/2020, 2:15:27 PM] Online Consumer2: for me SMI is like someone that you 

can depend on to, sometimes. personally, i dont really influenced by everything they 

said but one thing im sure of is i am informed many things from them. 

[22/06/2020, 2:16:07 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay! ofcourse there's few things that you 

take account of when you want to believe what they say man. 

[22/06/2020, 2:16:10 PM] tahanee shauki: Kan* 

[22/06/2020, 2:16:24 PM] tahanee shauki: Would you mind sharing me 3 social media 

influencers in Malaysia that you know? 

[22/06/2020, 2:18:48 PM] Online Consumer2: true trueee 

[22/06/2020, 2:19:44 PM] Online Consumer2: i know putreeo, sharifah rose and 

faafirds 

[22/06/2020, 2:20:41 PM] tahanee shauki: They're quite known!!! Although i don't 

follow them on Instagram, I know exactly who they are by name 

[22/06/2020, 2:20:58 PM] tahanee shauki: Do you remember any last post that was 

done by any influencers? that you come across with? 

[22/06/2020, 2:21:02 PM] tahanee shauki: try recallin hehe 
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[22/06/2020, 2:26:30 PM] Online Consumer2: well all i can recall is an igstory from 

an influencer called nddotkim. she always shared some good products that she used 

and the recent one is this dove shampoo 

[22/06/2020, 2:26:58 PM] Online Consumer2: not gonna lie, i kinda feel like buying 

that shampoo         

[22/06/2020, 2:39:36 PM] tahanee shauki: Omg is it the pink dove shampoo? The salt 

one 

[22/06/2020, 2:39:43 PM] tahanee shauki: because i'm using it hahahaha! 

[22/06/2020, 2:53:30 PM] Online Consumer2: omg i think yesss!!! hahahaha is it 

good??? 

[22/06/2020, 2:54:11 PM] tahanee shauki: Anyway, when you read reviews online 

done by any SMI kan, what do you usually look at? The important characteristics to 

tick off the check list? 

[22/06/2020, 2:58:33 PM] Online Consumer2: usually i will check if the SMI have 

used the product that they reviewed or not. if they use it for an adequate time then i 

will consider to try the product too. and sometimes i like when SMI did a review on 

things that they bought (instead of getting it for free), thats when i know it’s a real 

deal hahahah 

[22/06/2020, 2:59:30 PM] tahanee shauki: So when they do as what you mentioned 

above, what does it say about the SMI? 

[22/06/2020, 3:01:12 PM] tahanee shauki: Do explain the real deal to me? You can 

give examples ! 

[22/06/2020, 5:09:07 PM] Online Consumer2: i feel like if they bought the products 

by their own, they’re being honest bcs why would they buy something (mostly 

expensive things) if the product is not THAT good right? 

[22/06/2020, 5:09:08 PM] Online Consumer2: for example skincare products or 

makeup! hehehe 

[22/06/2020, 5:09:28 PM] tahanee shauki: So it’s important to you that they are 

honest? 

[22/06/2020, 5:39:28 PM] Online Consumer2: of course!! 

[22/06/2020, 5:40:05 PM] Online Consumer2: i dont like it when some SMI review 

things they didn’t even try. 

[22/06/2020, 6:36:46 PM] tahanee shauki: Thank you! 

[22/06/2020, 6:36:57 PM] tahanee shauki: Will inquire you soon, if i have any 

questions hehe 

[22/06/2020, 9:14:20 PM] Online Consumer2: okie!! 

ONLINE CONSUMER 3 

[22/06/2020, 3:04:16 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey there! Are you free? I would like to 

ask you some questions if you don't mind hehe 

[22/06/2020, 3:11:39 PM] Online Consumer3: Hey! Yeah i am! Oh yeah sure thing 

[22/06/2020, 3:11:41 PM] Online Consumer3: What’s up? 

[22/06/2020, 3:12:05 PM] tahanee shauki: Just wanted to ask you few questions. But 

if you're busy do answer when you have the time 

[22/06/2020, 3:12:12 PM] tahanee shauki: No pressure hehe. 

[22/06/2020, 3:12:31 PM] tahanee shauki: How old are you and what do you work as? 
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[22/06/2020, 3:12:41 PM] Online Consumer3: A..lright sure thing! 

[22/06/2020, 3:15:48 PM] Online Consumer3: I’m 22 and i am currently working part 

time as a receiving clerk at a grocery store. 

[22/06/2020, 3:17:46 PM] tahanee shauki: wow so young and working already. Thats 

great 

[22/06/2020, 3:18:43 PM] tahanee shauki: Do you do any online shopping? 

[22/06/2020, 3:19:18 PM] Online Consumer3: Hahaha yeah! Its good to learn and 

experience things in life especially when youre still young      

[22/06/2020, 3:19:44 PM] Online Consumer3: I do, but not always.. 

[22/06/2020, 3:19:50 PM] tahanee shauki: And, do you have any social media 

account? If yes, when did you first started using social media? 

[22/06/2020, 3:22:48 PM] Online Consumer3: Yes i do.. i have instagram & facebook.  

I started using facebook when i was 12 yrs old i think. 

And as for instagram, i started using them since i’m 13 or 14.. i cant remember! 

Hahahaha          

[22/06/2020, 3:24:42 PM] tahanee shauki: Its alright hehe thank you 

[22/06/2020, 3:25:10 PM] tahanee shauki: okay now, I'd like to ask if you are familiar 

with the term social media influencers? 

[22/06/2020, 3:25:21 PM] tahanee shauki: If yes, do briefly explain what do you know 

about them 

[22/06/2020, 3:25:28 PM] tahanee shauki: in your own words define social media 

influencers 

[22/06/2020, 3:28:07 PM] Online Consumer3: Sure thing 

[22/06/2020, 3:28:19 PM] Online Consumer3: Yeah i am.. 

[22/06/2020, 3:32:04 PM] Online Consumer3: Well, as far as i know social media 

influencers are basically people who are famous.. i guess probably at times for their 

fashion senses, the entertainment that they provide for us to watch, someone who is 

also good in promoting products from any brands something like that 

[22/06/2020, 3:33:09 PM] tahanee shauki: Ahh, that's about right! Do you follow any 

social media influencers? 

[22/06/2020, 3:37:26 PM] Online Consumer3: Yeah i do.. 

[22/06/2020, 3:38:24 PM] tahanee shauki: And can you name any 3 Social Media 

influencers in Malaysia that you know of/ 

[22/06/2020, 3:40:35 PM] Online Consumer3: Mariesya Muhammad 

Johanis Sani 

Tyra Kamaruzaman?? (Idk if im spelling the name correctly or not haha)         

[22/06/2020, 3:41:21 PM] Online Consumer3: And oh my fav would actually be 

Tahanee Shauki 

[22/06/2020, 3:41:47 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahahahhaha 

[22/06/2020, 3:41:50 PM] tahanee shauki: okay okay 

[22/06/2020, 3:42:13 PM] Online Consumer3:                 

[22/06/2020, 3:42:23 PM] tahanee shauki: any last post on instagram or facebook you 

remember that is being done by any influencers online? 

[22/06/2020, 3:45:29 PM] tahanee shauki: If you can recall any, do let me know whats 

the post about :) 
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[22/06/2020, 3:46:42 PM] Online Consumer3: Well i guess i remembered that one of 

the influencers were promoting their own brand where they were coming out with a 

new product 

[22/06/2020, 3:46:56 PM] Online Consumer3: A beauty product 

[22/06/2020, 5:31:11 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey I'm sorry for the late reply 

[22/06/2020, 5:31:53 PM] tahanee shauki: now, when you see influencers doing 

reviews or publishing things online, what do you think is the important characteristics 

you look in for? 

[22/06/2020, 5:31:59 PM] tahanee shauki: do explain and give examples 

[23/06/2020, 10:18:27 PM] Online Consumer3: Honesty is the most important 

characteristic for me if i do wanna look at influencers doing reviews or publishing 

things.. 

[23/06/2020, 10:25:08 PM] Online Consumer3: In times like these, i feel like people 

tend to care so much about fame and money instead of the real thing u know. 

I feel like influencers are lucky for the fact that they have a lot of people going to 

them, looking up to them for things.  

But u know, them social media influencers, they tend to take things for granted from 

how i see it at times. Not to judge anyone okay! But this is basically just from my 

point of view.. 

[23/06/2020, 10:36:37 PM] tahanee shauki: How do you define honesty? 

[23/06/2020, 10:36:43 PM] tahanee shauki: how do you know if the influencer is 

honest? 

[23/06/2020, 11:07:43 PM] tahanee shauki: ring ring 

[23/06/2020, 11:14:52 PM] Online Consumer3: Telling the truth about things.. not just 

base on what was given to them for them to just say it to make it look good or worth it 

but in a way that they’ve experience it beforehand or maybe they’ve been a place that 

others have been. 

ONLINE CONSUMER 4 

[22/06/2020, 2:00:48 PM] tahanee shauki: let me know when you're free! Would love 

to talk about the Influencer world with you hehe 

[22/06/2020, 4:04:36 PM] Online Consumer4: Kejap eh tanee nanti icha inform bila 

icha boleh buat 

[22/06/2020, 4:04:44 PM] Online Consumer4:                 

[22/06/2020, 4:05:38 PM] tahanee shauki: Ofcourse, please take your time tu 

[22/06/2020, 4:05:42 PM] tahanee shauki: no pressure hehe 

[23/06/2020, 10:41:41 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey!!! any chance you're free now? 

[24/06/2020, 12:06:46 AM] Online Consumer4: Yes! Sorry tanee lambat response 

[24/06/2020, 12:10:46 AM] tahanee shauki: Yayy! Okieeee hehe background check 

takyah sebab macam dah tau answers so you tick all of the boxes hehe 

[24/06/2020, 12:11:06 AM] tahanee shauki: When did you first start using your social 

media account? 

[24/06/2020, 12:14:51 AM] Online Consumer4: Probably when i was 12. I started 

using facebook 

[24/06/2020, 12:15:54 AM] tahanee shauki: Aaah! Okie. Are you familiar with the 

term Social Median Influencer? How would you define them? 
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[24/06/2020, 12:16:05 AM] tahanee shauki: How do you usually spot one? 

[24/06/2020, 12:25:05 AM] Online Consumer4: Yes. MY definition of the term is 

people who have a lot of followers and tend to use their platform for a good cause. I 

emphasised on the “my” because I feel like that’s not the definition for malaysian 

influencers. A lot of our local influencers tend to not use their huge platform 

discussing and sharing awareness on topics that matter. They are more like a puppet 

for consumerism. Due to my own two perceived definitions, i regard those who have a 

lot of followers (more than 10k) to be social media influencers 

[24/06/2020, 12:26:04 AM] Online Consumer4: WHAT is my grammar omf *huge 

platform to discuss or share awareness on topics that matter 

[24/06/2020, 12:34:06 AM] tahanee shauki: Thank you for that! Takpa! Just wanna 

see how you would define them 

[24/06/2020, 12:34:11 AM] tahanee shauki: And you’re not wrong! 

[24/06/2020, 12:34:27 AM] tahanee shauki: Do you follow any Influencers on your 

social media? 

[24/06/2020, 12:34:37 AM] tahanee shauki: And if you could, name any 3 malaysian 

influencers you know 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:50 AM] Online Consumer4: i dooo! All of these people are on 

twitter - 1. Shuhadahazman for her muslim friendly fashion tips 2. Nobisha for his 

working life tips 3. Addien90 for ‘kupasan agama’ 

[24/06/2020, 12:38:29 AM] tahanee shauki: Any latest postings done by any 

influencers you can recall? And if yes, do share       

[24/06/2020, 12:38:51 AM] Online Consumer4: From any of the 3 or from anyone? 

[24/06/2020, 12:39:29 AM] tahanee shauki: From anyone pun okay! 

[24/06/2020, 12:43:29 AM] Online Consumer4: Shuhadaazman’s twitter thread titled 

“I HAVE BIG HIPS CAN I WEAR PANTS” 

[24/06/2020, 12:44:22 AM] tahanee shauki: Uuuuu I haven’t seen that! Nnti free time 

send me the link!!! 

[24/06/2020, 12:44:42 AM] tahanee shauki: Now, Icha, when you’re reading reviews 

made by any influencers 

[24/06/2020, 12:45:01 AM] tahanee shauki: What is as important to consider to tick 

off the check list? 

[24/06/2020, 12:45:35 AM] tahanee shauki: Characteristics wise, do explain or give 

examples! 

[24/06/2020, 12:45:39 AM] Online Consumer4: Tak faham :( 

[24/06/2020, 12:46:50 AM] Online Consumer4: but icha try jawab and u see if it 

fulfils your question 

[24/06/2020, 12:48:44 AM] tahanee shauki: When you tengok influencers kan, apa 

yang icha rasa penting bila Icha tengok dia? 

[24/06/2020, 12:49:04 AM] tahanee shauki: What characteristics that you seek to tick 

off the check list yang you favor? 

[24/06/2020, 12:49:17 AM] tahanee shauki: Characteristics yang paling penting 

influencer tu patut ada to you? 

[24/06/2020, 12:49:19 AM] tahanee shauki: Haaaa 

[24/06/2020, 12:49:27 AM] Online Consumer4: ohhhh 
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[24/06/2020, 12:55:54 AM] Online Consumer4: Since i only follow influencers that 

interest me, the characteristic that i find the most important is them being 

knowledgable and skilful in what they are known for 

 

Next is their desire to help their audience e.g. sharing links for us to get the things that 

they’re talking about, free online courses 

[24/06/2020, 12:58:43 AM] tahanee shauki: Contohnya, macam Icha ada cakap 

Shuhadahazman, dia cakap pasal fashion tips. Macam mana dia portray yang dia ni 

knowledgeable on fashion? What makes her the person you look up to for fashion 

sense? 

[24/06/2020, 1:04:54 AM] Online Consumer4: She makes thread on fashion every few 

days and she always post her ootds (can see that she follows her own tips). She’ll give 

fashion tips on various clothings, for various body types. I look up to her because we 

have a similar body type so everything that she wears will probably look good on me 

too HAHAHA and then her styling is very muslimah friendly so 

[24/06/2020, 1:05:29 AM] tahanee shauki:     

[24/06/2020, 1:05:32 AM] tahanee shauki: Thanks Icha! 

[24/06/2020, 1:05:36 AM] tahanee shauki: For your input 

[24/06/2020, 1:05:47 AM] tahanee shauki: Tanee will follow up if I have anything 

else tau!!! 

[24/06/2020, 1:05:56 AM] Online Consumer4: okieee can can 

ONLINE CONSUMER 5 

[23/06/2020, 10:41:22 PM] tahanee shauki: herluuuu! free dok now? 

[23/06/2020, 11:19:36 PM] Online Consumer5: Haluuu 

[23/06/2020, 11:19:41 PM] Online Consumer5: Sorryyy kat luar lagi 

[23/06/2020, 11:19:47 PM] Online Consumer5: Tapi sekarang boleh je 

[23/06/2020, 11:19:56 PM] Online Consumer5: Takpa ke? 

[23/06/2020, 11:20:42 PM] tahanee shauki: can can! 

[23/06/2020, 11:20:47 PM] tahanee shauki: no pressure 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:00 PM] tahanee shauki: First off, Do you online shop? 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:20 PM] Online Consumer5: Tipulah kalau tak. Baru je belu 

vacuum 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:36 PM] tahanee shauki: hahaahahah! 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:39 PM] tahanee shauki: alright alright 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:48 PM] Online Consumer5: Mai soalan lagi 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:56 PM] tahanee shauki: are you familiar with the term social 

media Influencer (SMIs) 

[23/06/2020, 11:21:57 PM] tahanee shauki: ? 

[23/06/2020, 11:22:12 PM] Online Consumer5: I do 

[23/06/2020, 11:24:58 PM] tahanee shauki: how would you describe SMIs in your 

own words? 

[23/06/2020, 11:26:38 PM] Online Consumer5: They are leaders in providing key 

opinion for a particular business, niche or services. Hence, their preferences and 

choices may or may not putting influence to public 

[23/06/2020, 11:27:08 PM] tahanee shauki: Aha, spot on!!!! 
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[23/06/2020, 11:27:17 PM] tahanee shauki: Sounds like you have a lot of ilmu aaah 

[23/06/2020, 11:27:30 PM] Online Consumer5: Ne de. Belajar dari kawan2 jee 

[23/06/2020, 11:27:36 PM] tahanee shauki: Im sure you own a social media platform, 

if I may, when did you start using it? 

[23/06/2020, 11:28:32 PM] Online Consumer5: Twitter & IG (still active socially) - 

since 2013 

Facebook (work purposes only) - since 2011 

[23/06/2020, 11:37:09 PM] Online Consumer5: Meh soalan lagi 

[23/06/2020, 11:37:22 PM] tahanee shauki: Ya Allah! Hahahahahahah 

[23/06/2020, 11:37:56 PM] tahanee shauki: Do you follow any SMIs on your social 

media? 

[23/06/2020, 11:38:23 PM] Online Consumer5: Banyak, both for my personal 

admiration and work purposes 

[23/06/2020, 11:38:25 PM] tahanee shauki: And, can you name to me 3 Malaysia 

Social Media Influencers that you know 

[23/06/2020, 11:39:23 PM] tahanee shauki: Malaysian* 

[23/06/2020, 11:44:58 PM] Online Consumer5: Muaz Malek (Tech Reviewer) 

Naim Power On (Sukan Permotoran) 

Nobisha (Self-improvement, Professionalism) 

[23/06/2020, 11:45:50 PM] tahanee shauki: What is the latest post you can recall 

made my any Influencer? And what is it about? 

[23/06/2020, 11:46:56 PM] Online Consumer5: The latest one is published by Misai 

Gadget. It's a review video on a wireless speaker. Ingat sebab cara review dia lawak 

nak mampus 

[23/06/2020, 11:47:16 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahaha! Nak tengok lah! 

[23/06/2020, 11:47:45 PM] tahanee shauki: Okay now, when you are reading reviews 

kan, what characteristics do you take account of? 

[23/06/2020, 11:48:02 PM] tahanee shauki: What do you look at when it comes to 

reviews? 

[23/06/2020, 11:50:57 PM] Online Consumer5: Their consistency in delivering their 

opinion - boleh nampak credibility di situ. Especially those are unpaid reviews. What 

makes me stick to their platform is how they engage with their followers jugak. Most 

Malaysian Youtubers with small subscribers dont mind spend some time engaging in 

the comment section - rasa ada comminity di situ 

[23/06/2020, 11:53:25 PM] Online Consumer5: Be ready dengan audio kuat  

https://youtu.be/a0lVP3M66ZY 

[23/06/2020, 11:54:27 PM] tahanee shauki: Boleh tak Faris explain consistency tu? 

[23/06/2020, 11:54:37 PM] Online Consumer5: Skip ke minit 9.39 

[23/06/2020, 11:56:17 PM] Online Consumer5: How they deliver their content - just 

because they are paid to review a product does not mean they can't shit. Apa yang tak 

kena dengan produk tu masih dijelaskan - in a professional manner lah. Bukan 

disorokkan semata2 nak jaga job je. More to channel/audience-centric compared to 

sponsor-centric 

[23/06/2020, 11:57:42 PM] Online Consumer5: As long as the consistency made me 

believe that they are prioritising their platform, content and the people - not the brands 
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that are sponsoring. Brands/businesses come and go. Their followers and audience 

stay      

[24/06/2020, 12:00:45 AM] tahanee shauki: Maksudnya, when Faris cakap tak sorok 

tu being transparent ke? 

[24/06/2020, 12:31:26 AM] Online Consumer5: Yaaaa 

[24/06/2020, 12:33:40 AM] Online Consumer5: Senang cerita dia bukan easy sellout 

la 

[24/06/2020, 12:35:28 AM] tahanee shauki: Easy sell out tu apa tanee tak pernah 

dengar pulak 

[24/06/2020, 12:35:30 AM] tahanee shauki: Hahaha sorry! 

[24/06/2020, 12:35:56 AM] Online Consumer5: Ohh dont be, I je cam overcomplicate 

benda ni 

[24/06/2020, 12:36:20 AM] Online Consumer5: Senang cerita dia buat lek je, tak ikut 

semberono apa sponsors nak haa camtu 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:12 AM] Online Consumer5: Kalau yang takda identiti sangat kan 

senang cam ikut je apa sponsors cakap, asalkan dapat income. Kesan dia platform dia 

macam dikawal sponsors :( 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:19 AM] Online Consumer5: Which tak best lah 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:37 AM] tahanee shauki: A ah apa apa yang Faris explain ni kan, in 

one word apa yang Faris boleh define kan? 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:43 AM] tahanee shauki: In terms of characteristics 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:49 AM] tahanee shauki: What is the biggesr umbrella 

[24/06/2020, 12:37:56 AM] tahanee shauki: Or in what lens are you seeing it thru? 

[24/06/2020, 12:38:04 AM] Online Consumer5: Credibility and integrity 

[24/06/2020, 12:38:18 AM] Online Consumer5: The lense through content delivery 

[24/06/2020, 12:38:47 AM] tahanee shauki: Wah okie okie!!!       

[24/06/2020, 12:38:50 AM] tahanee shauki: Thanks Faris 

[24/06/2020, 12:38:56 AM] tahanee shauki: Nnti kalau apa apa tanee follow up tau 

ONLINE CONSUMER 6 

[23/06/2020, 11:32:13 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey girl! Any chance you're free now? do 

you mind answering some questions hahah 

[23/06/2020, 11:32:18 PM] tahanee shauki: it's gonna be very casual! 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:03 AM] Online Consumer6: hiii bb 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:08 AM] Online Consumer6: so sorry for the late replyyy 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:11 AM] Online Consumer6: yes sure can love 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:15 AM] tahanee shauki: Its okay hehe 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:29 AM] tahanee shauki: I bagi you the set of questions, take your 

time to answer tau 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:39 AM] Online Consumer6: okay sureeee bb 

[24/06/2020, 12:50:55 AM] tahanee shauki: 1. Age 

2. Gender 

3. Ethnicity 

4. Where do you live? 

5. What are you working as? 

6. How often do you online shop? 
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7. Do you have any social media accounts? If yes, what and when did you start using 

it? 

8. Are you familiar with the term Social Media Influencers (SMIs)? Briefly describe. 

9. Do you follow any Social Media Influencers on your Social Media Account? 

10. Can you name any 3 Malaysian Social Media Influencers? 

11. What last post can you remember made by any Social Media Influencers? 

12. When you are reading reviews from SMIs, what characteristics do you usually 

look at? 

[24/06/2020, 12:51:01 AM] tahanee shauki: Kalau tak faham, just beep me 

[24/06/2020, 1:15:49 AM] Online Consumer6: 1. Age: 23 

2. Gender: Female 

3. Ethnicity: Indian Muslim 

4. Where do you live? Cyberjaya 

5. What are you working as? businesswoman  

6. How often do you online shop? monthly, or twice a month 

7. Do you have any social media accounts? If yes, what and when did you start using 

it? Instagram, since 2015. facebook, since 2014. twitter, since 2013. 

8. Are you familiar with the term Social Media Influencers (SMIs)? Briefly describe. 

Yes, i am! Social Media Influencer is someone who most of the people look up to as 

they create trends and they could encourage the followers to buy the promoted 

products because they have gained the trust from the followers, they have general 

knowledge and they have gained reputation, as well.  

9. Do you follow any Social Media Influencers on your Social Media Account? Yes, i 

do!  

10. Can you name any 3 Malaysian Social Media Influencers? Mira Filzah, 

Littlemisskhan and Michael Ang.  

11. What last post can you remember made by any Social Media Influencers? About 

black lives matter.  

12. When you are reading reviews from SMIs, what characteristics do you usually 

look at? The way they promote the products and how they convince the people to 

actually buy the products. 

[24/06/2020, 1:15:53 AM] Online Consumer6: is it okay love? 

[24/06/2020, 1:20:59 AM] tahanee shauki: This is great! 

[24/06/2020, 1:21:02 AM] tahanee shauki: However 

[24/06/2020, 1:21:14 AM] tahanee shauki: Nak follow up boleh on the last question tu 

[24/06/2020, 1:21:33 AM] tahanee shauki: When you say the way they promote, apa 

yang penting untuk you? 

[24/06/2020, 12:32:47 PM] tahanee shauki: heyyy gurlll 

[24/06/2020, 12:32:56 PM] tahanee shauki: can I just follow up with the last answer 

tu? 

[24/06/2020, 12:33:10 PM] tahanee shauki: can you elaborate more on the way they 

promote? 

[24/06/2020, 12:33:18 PM] tahanee shauki: How should they promote the product? 

[24/06/2020, 3:01:02 PM] Online Consumer6: hiiii bb sorryyy for the late reply 

[24/06/2020, 3:04:32 PM] Online Consumer6: the way they promote the products in 

generosity & honesty, like the excitement in them when promoting the products 
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[24/06/2020, 3:07:05 PM] tahanee shauki: When you say honesty, how can they 

portray honesty? 

[24/06/2020, 3:07:12 PM] tahanee shauki: What makes them honest in doing reviews 

[24/06/2020, 3:19:55 PM] Online Consumer6: it shows in their excitement, as we can 

know from their expressions 

[24/06/2020, 3:25:17 PM] tahanee shauki: What about when they write the review? 

How do you know they are hoenst 

[24/06/2020, 3:25:20 PM] tahanee shauki: Honest* 

[24/06/2020, 3:26:49 PM] Online Consumer6: my answer is the same as this, as we 

can know from their expressions like how honest they are 

ONLINE CONSUMER 7 

[22/06/2020, 2:04:29 PM] tahanee shauki: Hey! Are you free for some talk regarding 

the influencer world? Would love to hear your thoughts hehe 

[22/06/2020, 2:16:14 PM] Online Consumer7: Hi :-) sorry I was doing something, 

sure sure why not! 

[22/06/2020, 2:19:20 PM] tahanee shauki: No worries, totally understand if you're 

busy. Sorry if I'm catching you at a bad time 

[22/06/2020, 2:19:33 PM] tahanee shauki: now now, i'll just do a background check 

hehe 

[22/06/2020, 2:20:08 PM] tahanee shauki: Do you have any social media account? 

And if yes, when and what did you start using it? 

[22/06/2020, 2:23:31 PM] Online Consumer7: I do, and I started using it when I was 

14, that acc was a Facebook account 

[22/06/2020, 2:23:49 PM] Online Consumer7: Sorry eh if i reply a bit late!       

[22/06/2020, 2:41:30 PM] tahanee shauki: Don't worry about it. No pressure okay!!! 

[22/06/2020, 2:41:35 PM] tahanee shauki: Just take your time 

[22/06/2020, 2:43:45 PM] Online Consumer7: Okay Im ready 

[22/06/2020, 2:44:36 PM] tahanee shauki: With all the time you've spent online, I'm 

sure you are familiar with the term Social Media Influencers? :) 

[22/06/2020, 2:44:49 PM] tahanee shauki: If yes, what do you think they do? ahaha 

[22/06/2020, 2:47:48 PM] Online Consumer7: Yep, personally, I take the the word 

influencers in the literal way, which, their presence on socmeds are aimed to influence 

people with what they posted on their account, it could be from promoting some sort 

of activities or products? roughly, thats my idea of influencers hehe 

[22/06/2020, 2:50:00 PM] tahanee shauki: well you're not wrong. They are literally 

what their job describes them as. Anyway, do you follow or know any social media 

influencers on your account? 

[22/06/2020, 2:50:20 PM] tahanee shauki: Name me any 3 malaysian social media 

influencers you know 

[22/06/2020, 2:51:17 PM] Online Consumer7: 1.Mat Luthfi 

2.Tahanee Shauki 

3.Ridza Minhat 

[22/06/2020, 2:51:41 PM] tahanee shauki: What a list!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

[22/06/2020, 2:51:47 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahahahahahaahahah!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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[22/06/2020, 2:52:45 PM] Online Consumer7: Im dont follow influencers much but i 

think these three are remarkable to the society                                  

[22/06/2020, 2:53:38 PM] tahanee shauki: Why do you say they are remarkable? 

Hmm 

[22/06/2020, 2:56:29 PM] tahanee shauki: also, i there any particular post you 

remember being done by any influencers online? and what is it about? 

[22/06/2020, 3:04:49 PM] Online Consumer7: image omitted 

[22/06/2020, 3:07:09 PM] Online Consumer7: If tahanee, she went hiatus for a while, 

but i did saw she promoted the clothing brand she collabed with? its good that she 

giving more exposure to those brands esp this post mco times 

[22/06/2020, 3:08:46 PM] tahanee shauki: I heard the same thing about Mr. Minhat 

too. Plus he's quite cute. So that's a plus point. 

[22/06/2020, 3:08:48 PM] tahanee shauki: hehehehe 

[22/06/2020, 3:09:01 PM] Online Consumer7: CUTE HUH... 

[22/06/2020, 3:09:26 PM] tahanee shauki: So, when you're reading or looking at posts 

made by any influencers, what do you take account of? 

[22/06/2020, 3:09:53 PM] tahanee shauki: What do you think is the most important 

characteristics you look in for to tick off the check list? 

[22/06/2020, 3:12:00 PM] Online Consumer7: their caption and also visual 

representation? for me caption is really important, someone can post a beautiful 

aesthetically pleasent pictures but put the cringiest quora copy pasted quotes 

[22/06/2020, 3:12:18 PM] Online Consumer7: so yeah their word play is important 

[22/06/2020, 3:13:31 PM] tahanee shauki: So you say their caption is important, 

what's important about the caption in relation to the SMIs (short for Social Media 

Influencers) 

[22/06/2020, 3:17:04 PM] Online Consumer7: words are meant to communicate so i 

think, influencers should use their words wisely, they have a platform and the 

mechanism that they can utilise for the betterment of themselves and society, i mean 

they got support from people? and by that, they have to give back something, it feels 

like a demanding role but its the role that they have to take responsibility of, esp for 

impressionable viewers 

[22/06/2020, 3:18:11 PM] tahanee shauki: When you say using their words wisely, 

what do you mean by that? 

[22/06/2020, 3:18:29 PM] tahanee shauki: how can they utilise the plafform better? 

How should they portray that? 

[22/06/2020, 3:18:49 PM] Online Consumer7: wait eh my brain gotta think for a while 

hehshshehe 

[22/06/2020, 3:19:00 PM] tahanee shauki: Ofcourse, take your time hehe 

[22/06/2020, 3:53:27 PM] Online Consumer7: using words wisely is as if they know 

their target audience, i think all influencers know whats their target audience is, and 

for someone who has teens as their target audience, they know how their words can be 

very powerful and sometimes, it can be a connection? like a feeling of solidarity 

 

for an influencer to say something without caring about their viewers will feel a bit 

unhinged, as if theyre living in their own bubble, choosing words wisely, tldr: 
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1. dont be insensitive 

2. empower people w their words 

[22/06/2020, 3:56:02 PM] Online Consumer7: this is quite subjective, because 

different influencers will have different intention right? but for me, potraying a good 

role model to their viewers, theyre public figures... but then theyre human too, so 

there's always a room for mistakes they can do, influencers are not flawless, keeping a 

solid clean track record would be difficult esp with nowadays toxic environment on 

social media 

[22/06/2020, 4:05:29 PM] tahanee shauki: When they all of above, what does it say 

about them? How would you define their characteristics? 

[22/06/2020, 4:10:24 PM] Online Consumer7: pardon, characteristics in terms of? 

[22/06/2020, 4:12:13 PM] tahanee shauki: like this, when you want to read reviews in 

helping you make decision, katakanlah you're reading a review made by an influencer, 

what is the characteristics yang you tengok or care lah, sebab Untuk you benda tu 

pending 

[22/06/2020, 4:12:16 PM] tahanee shauki: penting* 

[22/06/2020, 4:14:54 PM] Online Consumer7: ohhhh 

[22/06/2020, 4:14:58 PM] Online Consumer7: hmmm 

[22/06/2020, 4:21:37 PM] Online Consumer7: first 

1. if it is suitable with my own personal preference?  

2. sponsorship content or not, if there's sponsorship theres always biasness 

3. something that is not common or the usual catchphrase, something that will suprise 

me 

[22/06/2020, 4:21:42 PM] Online Consumer7: are these valid? 

[22/06/2020, 4:23:21 PM] tahanee shauki: This is okay, it is justifying. however, I 

need you to tell me what do you think is the most important characteristics of SMIs 

that they should portray to their followers? or at least to you? 

[22/06/2020, 4:23:27 PM] tahanee shauki: Faham tak? haha 

[22/06/2020, 4:23:37 PM] Online Consumer7: OH 

[22/06/2020, 4:23:40 PM] Online Consumer7: credibility 

[22/06/2020, 4:23:44 PM] Online Consumer7: like that? 

[22/06/2020, 4:24:43 PM] tahanee shauki: yes! something like that!! 

[22/06/2020, 4:24:46 PM] tahanee shauki: correct hehe 

[22/06/2020, 4:25:11 PM] Online Consumer7: OHO 

[22/06/2020, 4:25:14 PM] Online Consumer7: ok wait eh 

[22/06/2020, 4:25:17 PM] tahanee shauki: hehe you get it kan? 

[22/06/2020, 4:31:08 PM] Online Consumer7: 1. Credibility of the influencer? can 

they be hold accountable for what they posted 

2. Reliable (not bcs of ads or sponsorship) no sense of biasness 

3. Sensible as in be sensitive of their target audience 

4. Vocabulary choice, if they use bosskur i might scroll pass 

5. Aesthetically pleasant to look at, but really depends 

[22/06/2020, 4:36:35 PM] tahanee shauki: hahahah bosskur part, funny 

[22/06/2020, 4:36:53 PM] tahanee shauki: so you would say their credibility in 

making post matters most? 
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[22/06/2020, 4:37:07 PM] tahanee shauki: what would make this influencer credible 

in your eyes 

[22/06/2020, 5:01:49 PM] Online Consumer7: HMMMM ONCE AGAIN I GOTTA 

THINK 

[22/06/2020, 5:01:53 PM] Online Consumer7: wait eh 

[22/06/2020, 5:50:28 PM] Online Consumer7: credible, they have the correct 

information, sourcing, show that they are educated about that particular content theyre 

spreading, not just jumping on a bandwagon 

[22/06/2020, 5:52:25 PM] Online Consumer7: i will add more if i can think 

[22/06/2020, 5:54:22 PM] tahanee shauki: Wah! Thats good enough for mow 

[22/06/2020, 5:54:25 PM] tahanee shauki: Thanks      

[22/06/2020, 5:56:48 PM] Online Consumer7: okiee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


